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ABSTRACT

The understanding of the dynamial mehanisms that lead to the formation of tur-

bulent states in spatially extended dynamial systems onstitutes a major problem in

modern mathematial physis. It is observed that often these transitions our intermit-

tently, i.e., the dynamis shifts in a seemingly random way between states of temporal

haos and turbulent states. The study of intermittent onset of turbulene is even more

important if we onsider the potential appliation in the understanding of systems that

possess extreme events in their temporal evolution, there is a great resemblane in the

behavior of extreme events dynamis and intermittent spatially extended systems. In this

work, we studied a transition from a laminar state to temporal haos to turbulene whih

happens in an intermittent way, in the one-dimensional fored and damped nonlinear

Shrödinger equation, a model that represents di�erent physial problems, partiularly it

provides an aurate desription of the envelope dynamis of waves in slightly nonlinear,

dispersive and onservative medium. The statistial properties of the time series of the

wave energy show that the transition takes plae aordingly with a known dynamial

behavior named in the literature as on-o� intermitteny indued by unstable dimension

variability. The further analysis of the distribution of the �nite time Lyapunov exponents

on�rms that the loss of transverse instability of a low dimensional haoti attrator,

embedded in the Fourier phase spae, is indeed the underlying mehanism behind the in-

termitteny, and therefore leads the system to a turbulent state. In the spei� ase of the

studied model, the inrease in intensity of the foring amplitude indues the loss of trans-

verse stability in a low-energy attrator, whih leads to the emergene of intermitteny

and then spatiotemporal haos in the system. Additionally, we were able to suessfully

deompose the dynamis into the so alled longitudinal, mixed and transverse modes. It

was then possible to approximately map the regions of maximum transverse instability

in the low-dimensional haoti attrator, and perturb the system in order to inhibit the

ourrene of intermittent extreme events.
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RESUMO

A ompreensão dos meânismos dinâmios que levam à formação de estados turbulen-

tos em sistemas dinâmios espaialmente estendidos onstitue um dos maiores problemas

da físia matemátia ontemporânea. Observa-se que frenquentemente estas transições

aonteem de maneira intermitente, i.e, a dinâmia alterna de uma maneira aparentemente

irregular entre estados de aos temporal e turbulentos. O estudo do iníio intermitente da

turbulênia é ainda mais importante se onsideramos a apliação em potenial na om-

preensão de sistemas que apresentam eventos extremos em suas evoluções temporais, há

uma semelhação notável no omportamento dinâmios de sistemas om eventos extremos e

intermitênia em sistemas espaialmente estendidos. Neste trabalho, estudamos uma tran-

sição de um estado laminar para aos temporal para turbulênia, que aontee de maneira

intermitente, na equação de Shrödinger não-linear unidimensional forçada e amorteida.

Este modelo representa vários problemas físios distintos, partiularmente oferee uma

desrição preisa da dinâmia de envelope de ondas em um meio levemente não-linear,

dispersivo e onservativo. As propriedades estatístias da série temporal da energia da

onda sugere que a transição aontee de aordo om um meânismo dinâmio onheido

na literatura, que se hama intermitênia on-o� induzida por variabilidade da dimen-

são instável. A análise posterior das distribuições dos expoentes de Lyapunov a tempo

�nito on�rma que a perda de estabilidade transversal de um atrator aótio de baixa

dimensionalidade, imerso no espaço de fase de Fourier, é de fato o meânismo subjaente

à intermitênia, e portanto leva o sistema ao estado turbulento. Espei�amente para o

modelo estudado, o aumento da amplitude de forçamento induz a perda de estabilidade

transversal de um atrator de baixa energia, o que leva a emergênia de intermitênia no

sistema, e posteriormente turbulênia. Adiionalmente, foi possível deompor a dinâmia

nos hamados modos longitudinais, mistos e transversais. Posteriormente, mapeamos de

maneira aproximada as regiões de instabilidade transversal máxima no atrator aótio

de baixa dimenisionalidade, e então perturbamos o sistema para inibir a oorrênia de

eventos extremos intermitentes.
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CHAPTER 1

Introdution

Extreme events onsist of sudden high amplitude episodes in a given

system, usually unpreditable, they are very often undesirable. Reently, they have drawn

attention of the sienti� ommunity and general soiety mostly beause of their impat in

everyday life � as an be easily seen in the e�ets of hurrianes or �nanial bubbles (Boers

et al., 2014; Katz & Brown, 1992; Sornette & Cauwels, 2014; Sornette & Ouillon, 2012)

� and also due to their great interest from the purely aademi point of view, as they

represent a omplex, unpreditable phenomenon, that is related with underlying, often

hidden, organizing priniples (Boers et al., 2014; de S. Cavalante et al., 2013; Galuzio

et al., 2014a,b; Ghil et al., 2011).

One of the most interesting senarios where we observe extreme events

are in turbulent spatially extended dynamial systems, whih are usually models to wave

dynamis and �uid �ows. Very often in these systems we an see bursts of intense tur-

bulent ativity midst periods of regular �ow in �uids and waves (Galuzio et al., 2014a,b;

Viana et al., 2012). Notably, turbulene in �uids and waves poses as one of the oldest

and most hallenging problems of mathematial physis (Frish, 1995).

Roughly understood as a ompliated �ow undergone by �uids with large

Reynolds number (Benzi & Frish, 2009), turbulene in modern physis is a onept that is

1



2 Chapter 1. Introdution

spread aross many di�erent appliations (Bohr et al., 1998; Fitzmaurie, 1993; Zakharov

et al., 1992). Partiularly, we refer as turbulent every spatially extended �ow that exites

many di�erent spatial sales, regardless whether it is a hydrodynamis system or a wave

equation or a plasma, among others (Frish, 1995).

Apart from being intrinsially nonlinear, turbulene is partiularly di�-

ult beause � as it exites many di�erent spatial sales � it is a problem with many

degrees of freedom (Bohr et al., 1998). Great advanements in the �eld have been made

after a onnetion between turbulene and nonlinear dynamis was established, following

works by Lorenz (1963) and Ruelle & Takens (1971). Many features of turbulene an be

studied through the tools provided by the paradigm of haos theory (Bohr et al., 1998).

In order to appropriately use haos theory to understand turbulene,

it is neessary to �nd a suitable representation of a spatially extended system. Fourier

deomposition (Arfken &Weber, 2005) is probably one of the largest used, sine it allows a

onvenient depition of the problem by expliitly indiating eah spatial sale ontribution

to the �ow. In whih ase, eah Fourier mode amplitude onstitutes one of the in�nitely

many degrees of freedom (Frish, 1995).

In this desription of the problem, turbulene an be simply represented

as a haoti attrator living in a �nite subset of the formally in�nite phase spae (Bohr

et al., 1998; Galuzio et al., 2014a; Yang & Radons, 2012). The onset of turbulene, whih

remains as a present day hallenge in theoretial physis (Frish, 1995), an be thought as

a bifuration in parameter spae that gives rise to a new haoti attrator of some higher

dimensionality in Fourier phase spae (Landau & Lifshitz, 1959; Ruelle & Takens, 1971).

By using the non-linear dynamis theoretial framework when studying

turbulene, we an take advantage of the great amount of theory that has been developed

along the years in the study of lower dimensional dynamial systems (Alligood et al.,

1996; Ott, 1993). For instane, there are many di�erent types of intermittent systems

desribed in the non-linear dynamis literature (Chaté & Manneville, 1989; Galuzio et al.,

2010; Heagy et al., 1994; Lai, 1996; Lai & Grebogi, 1995; Platt et al., 1993; Pomeau

& Manneville, 1980), holding great resemblane with the overall qualitative behavior

of systems with extreme events. Suggesting that some of these well known senarios

for intermitteny are good andidates for the underlying mehanism for extreme events

ourrene in large dimensional spatially extended dynamial systems (Galuzio et al.,

2014b).
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In this work, we will show that one partiular intermitteny senario is

remarkably appliable to desribe extreme events dynamis: the so alled on-o� intermit-

teny (Heagy et al., 1994; Platt et al., 1993). It is haraterized by a quiesent dynamis

interrupted by oasional bursts of high ativity, muh alike the general desription of

high amplitude extreme events.

In order to study extreme events in spatially extended dynamial systems,

we need to �nd an appropriate model. It should be general enough, so our onlusions

would not be restrited to any partiular appliation. Also, from a pratial point of

view, it is neessary to weigh two opposite harateristis: numerial omplexity and

physial auray. One dimensional partial di�erential equations perfetly balane these

two features, they are reasonably tratable numerially by the use of the pseudo-spetral

method (Fornberg, 1998), while being satisfatorily aurate from a physial perspetive.

Among many options for one-dimensional models, as the Regularized

Long Wave equation (Chian et al., 2010; Galuzio et al., 2010, 2011), the Korteweg-de Vries

(Miles, 1981), the Kuramoto-Sivahinsky (Gomez & París, 2011; Jolly et al., 1990; Rempel

et al., 2004), and the Ginzburg-Landau (Chate, 1994; Houghton et al., 2010; Tél & Lai,

2008). We hose to work with a fored and damped version of the non-linear Shrödinger

Equation (Barashenkov & Zemlyanaya, 1999a; Barashenkov et al., 2011; Barashenkov &

Zemlyanaya, 1999b; Bishop et al., 1990; Cai et al., 2002; Shlizerman & Rom-Kedar, 2006,

2009, 2010), whih has appliations in many di�erent areas of physis.

For a spei� set of parameters the fored and damped non-linear Shrö-

dinger equation (NSE) experienes a transition from an ordered state to temporal haos

and to turbulene (Galuzio et al., 2014a), as the amplitude of the foring is inreased.

Interestingly, for intermediate values of the foring, the solution is temporally haoti

with intermittent bursts of turbulene, whih may be interpreted as a system presenting

high amplitude extreme events.

In this work, we studied this transition using a theoretial framework

developed for lower dimensional dynamial systems. We propose that the underlying

mehanism for the intermitteny is the so alled on-o� intermitteny indued by unstable

dimension variability (Galuzio et al., 2010, 2011, 2014a,b; Heagy et al., 1994; Kostelih

et al., 1997; Kubo et al., 2008; Platt et al., 1993; Szezeh et al., 2011; Viana & Grebogi,

2001; Viana et al., 2002).

With the numerial evidene presented in this thesis, we were able not
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only to determine the dynamial mehanism behind the intermitteny, but also, by the

use of an appropriate deomposition, to propose a method to ontrol and redue the o-

urrene of the intermittent extreme events. In brief, the ontrol mehanism is omposed

by a perturbation applied to the system, at arefully hosen times, and it suessfully

dereases the probability of turbulent intermittent bursts in the system.

This work is organized as follows: in hapter 2 there is a summarized

review of the theoretial framework neessary to understand the work; in hapter 3 we

present the model used in details, and some of its harateristis; in hapter 4 there are

all the results of this work, thoroughly explained and disussed; and �nally we onlude

at hapter 5.

The results obtained in this thesis were published in two sienti� papers,

displayed at the appendix of this thesis: one at the Journal Physia A (Galuzio et al.,

2014b); and one as a Rapid Communiation at Physial Review E (Galuzio et al., 2014a);

we also have a manusript submitted to Physial Review E as a regular artile. During

the period of this thesis, the author of this work also oauthored as a ollaborator works

by Krüger et al. (2015) and Prado et al. (2014).



CHAPTER 2

Theory review

In 1820, the frenh mathematiian Pierre-Simon de Laplae wrote in his

Théorie analytique des probabilités what would beome one of the most famous quotes

regarding the suess of lassial determinism:

An intelligene whih at a given instant knew all the fores ating in nature

and the position of every objet in the universe � if endowed with a brain

su�iently vast to make all neessary alulations � ould desribe with a

single formula the motions of the largest astronomial bodies and those of

the smallest atoms. To suh an intelligene, nothing would be unertain; the

future, like the past, would be an open book.

Strongly based on the suess of Newtonian mehanis, this is a world

view in whih preditability is a diret onsequene of the possibility of writing the laws

of physis as di�erential equations. A set of these equations desribing any physial

system, together with their respetive initial onditions, would then be able to provide

the system's state in any moment arbitrarily distant in the future (Sommerer, 1995).

5



6 Chapter 2. Theory review

Laplae ouldn't have foreseen at the time that this onept of abso-

lute determinism would be substituted by upoming physial theories. Indeed quantum

mehanis replaed this extremely preditable and ordered world by another one where

probabilities play a entral role in our understanding of nature. However, even after be-

ing unonsidered from the philosophial interpretation of siene (as now the future ould

not be absolutely determined by initial onditions, only from a probabilisti perspetive),

the rules of determinism ontinued to be valid in the marosopi limit, where the Laws

of Newton work very well. In this senario, we ould expet that marosopi systems

should remain fully preditable, at least within an aeptable error.

The problem was that many lassial systems proved to be extremely

di�ult to solve. The best example being the problem of three bodies (Cheniner, 2007),

to whih was shown after deades of e�ort the impossibility of �nding an analytial so-

lution. It was only in the mid-nineteenth entury that Poinaré proposed a signi�ant

advanement in the study of suh systems. Adopting a muh more qualitative approah,

e.g., he asked questions regarding the stability of the solar system instead of looking for

the exat trajetories of the planets. Besides, he introdued a geometri perspetive that

would beome the beggining of modern dynamis. One of his most signi�ant ontribu-

tions was the glane of haos, where a dynamial system presents an aperiodi behavior

and sensitivity to initial onditions jeopardizing the preditability of theses systems in

the long run (Strogatz, 1994).

The theory introdued by Poinaré was overlooked by the physis om-

munity until 1963, when thanks to modern omputers Edward Lorenz, a meteorologist

from MIT simulated a simpli�ed model for atmospheri onvetion, omposed by only

three simple non-linear ordinary di�erential equations (Lorenz, 1963). The interesting

is that sometimes the numerial solutions of these equations never reahed an asymp-

toti ondition of equilibrium or periodiity. Besides, when the simulation was restarted

from a previous point, using the same initial onditions with less numerial preision, the

omputer generated a di�erent solution from before. What Lorenz disovered is that his

system is intrinsially unpreditable (Strogatz, 1994). It was only in a work by Yorke

et al. from the mid seventies that this dynamial behavior got the name of haos (Li &

James A, 1975).

After the work of Lorenz, the newly developed theory started to be ap-

plied in many di�erent branhes of siene. One of its most important appliation was to

help understanding the longstanding problem of turbulene (Bohr et al., 1998; Ruelle &

Takens, 1971). Also, phenomena like intermittene, extreme events (in the most varied
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�elds of siene), synhronization and ontrol found a great theoretial framework. In

order to help the reader to better understand the results presented in this work, a brief

review of the general theory of dynamial systems and of turbulene are presented in this

hapter.

2.1 Non-linear dynamial systems

A dynamial system may be de�ned as a deterministi mathematial

presription for the evolution of a given system in time (Ott, 1993), where time an be a

ontinuous or disrete variable. A good example of a dynamial system is a set of N �rst

order di�erential equations in N variables x = (x(1), . . . , x(N))(de Almeida, 1995):

dx

dt
= ẋ = f(x, t), (2.1)

a solution of a dynamial system is a vetorial funtion x(x0, t) that satis�es the equation

x(x0, 0) = x0 and it is alled a trajetory of the system. The N -dimensional spae

de�ned by (x(1), . . . , x(N)) is alled phase spae. It is ustomary to refer to ontinous time

dynamial system as a �ow.

Disrete time dynamial systems, also refered to as maps, an be written

with vetor notation as follows:

xn+1 = M(xn), (2.2)

where xn is a N dimensional vetor, xn = (x
(1)
n , x

(2)
n , . . . , x

(N)
n ). Given an initial ondition,

x0, the state n = 1 is obtained by the simple iteration of equation (2.2): x1 = M(x0).

In this senario, a trajetory of the system is given by the set of points {x0,x1,x2, . . .}.

2.1.1 Stability analysis

For non-linear dynamial systems it may be very di�ult to analytially

�nd the trajetory x(x0, t), being in fat impossible in the majority of ases. Even though

we are always apable of �nding a numerial solution for the equations of motion (eqs.

(2.1)), an important way of inreasing our knowledge about the dynamis of a system is
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through the stability analysis of its equilibrium points x∗
(Ott, 1993), where:

f (x∗, t) = 0. (2.3)

For that, we study the behavior of trajetories lose to x∗
. Let η(t) be a funtion of time

whose magnitude is assumed to be small, then:

f (x∗ + η(t), t) = f(x∗, t) +Df(x∗) · η(t) +O(η2(t)), (2.4)

where Df is the Jaobian of the system. Using equation (2.3), negleting terms of or-

der O(η2), we obtain an equation for the time evolution of a perturbation lose to an

equilibrium point:

η̇(t) = Df(x∗) · η(t). (2.5)

Supposing solutions of the form η(t) = eλte � where e are the eigenve-

tors of the Jaobian � then (2.5) beomes an eingenvalue equation: Df · e = λe whose

solution is written as:

η(t) =
N
∑

k=1

Akeke
λkt, (2.6)

where Ak are onstant oe�ients. Both the eigenvetors ek and the orresponding ein-

genvalues λk may be real or omplex. The stability of the equilibrium point x∗
is obtained

through the analysis of the signal of the real part of the eigenvalues of the Jaobian alu-

lated on x∗
. If ℜ[λk] < 0 then x∗

is stable in the diretion de�ned by ek, but it is unstable

if ℜ[λk] > 0. In the partiular ase when ℜ[λk] = 0, the point is said to be indi�erent in

the diretion of ek, i.e, it is neither stable nor unstable. On the other hand, the omplex

part of the eingenvalues de�nes how the trajetory will approah (or departure from) x∗
,

monotonially if ℑ[λk] = 0, or spiraling otherwise.

We an de�ne the tangent spae T(x∗) to the point x∗
as the spae

spanned by the eingenvetors (ek) of the Jaobian alulated at the �xed point (Df(x∗)).

Suh spae may be deomposed as a oprodut of three subspaes E
s
, E

u
and E

c
, suh as

T(x∗) = E
s ⊕ E

u ⊕ E
c
. These subspaes are de�ned as:

Stable subspae: the one spanned by ns vetors vk ollinear to the eingenvetors ek
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whose assoiated eigenvalues have negative real part:

E
s = span[v1, v2, . . . , vns

], ∀ vk ‖ ek

∣

∣ ℜ[λk] < 0; (2.7)

Unstable subspae: the one spanned by nu vetors uk ollinear to the eingenvetors ek

whose assoiated eigenvalues have positive real part:

E
u = span[u1,u2, . . . ,unu

], ∀ vk ‖ ek

∣

∣ ℜ[λk] > 0; (2.8)

Central subspae: the one spanned by nc vetors wk ollinear to the eingenvetors ek

whose assoiated eigenvalues have null real part:

E
c = span[w1,w2, . . . ,wnc

], ∀ vk ‖ ek

∣

∣ ℜ[λk] = 0. (2.9)

In the partiular ase in whih the entral subspae E
c
is null, the tangent

spae deomposes only into E
u
and E

s
, i.e., T(x∗) = E

s ⊕E
u
. The �xed point x∗

in then

said to be hyperboli (Ott, 1993). All the analysis made so far have onsidered the spei�

situation where x∗
is a �xed point of the ontinuous time system given by eq. (2.1). The

generalization for maps (as the one in eq. (2.2)) is not very ompliated and may be

found in (Ott, 1993).

2.1.2 Stable and unstable manifolds

A very important de�nition is the one of stable and unstable manifolds

of a given equilibrium state, be it a �xed point or periodi orbit. Simply put, the stable

manifold (W s
) of an equilibrium state x∗

orresponds to the set of every points x suh as

every orbit starting from x approahes x∗
as t grows positively (Ott, 1993), i.e., |f(x)−

f(x∗)| → 0 as t → ∞ (Alligood et al., 1996). Analogously, the unstable manifold (W u
)

of an equilibrium state x∗
orresponds to the set of every points x suh as every orbit

starting from x approahes x∗
as t grows negatively (Ott, 1993), i.e., |f (x)−f (x∗)| → 0

as t→ −∞ (Alligood et al., 1996).

Regarding the dimensionality of the manifolds, W s
has the same dimen-

sion ns as the stable subspae at x
∗
, E

s
; and W u

has the same dimension nu as E
u
. Besides,

the Stable manifold theorem (Alligood et al., 1996) says that, in the neighborhood of x∗
,

the subspae spanned by the eignevetors of Df(x∗) assoiated to eigenvalues whose real

part is negative (positive) is tangent to the stable (unstable) manifold W s
(W u

).
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In the simplest ase of linear systems, the manifolds are straight lines

along the diretion of the Jaobian eigenvetors. When non-linearities are introdued

that's only loally true. Away from x∗
the manifolds fold and twist, and two manifolds

of diferent kinds � one stable and one unstable � an interset. These intersetions are

responsible for the omplexity of the dynamis in non-linear systems and may be of two

types: homolini when two manifolds of the same �xed point (or orbit) x∗
interset; het-

erolini when the stable manifold of x∗
intersets with the unstable manifold of another

equlibrium state x∗∗
.

2.1.3 Lyapunov exponents and haoti attrators

There are two di�erent lasses of dynamial systems: (1) onservative

are those whose time evolution preserves the volume in phase spae, i.e., they respet

Liouville's theorem (Goldstein et al., 2002); (2) dissipative ontrat volumes in phase

spae, an important harateristi beause it allows the existene of attrative sets alled

attrators (Ott, 1993).

Roughly speaking, attrators are bounded subsets of phase spae to whih

regions of initial onditions of nonzero volume asymptote as time inrease (Ott, 1993).

They may be �xed points, periodi orbits (also alled limit yles) or haoti attrators.

Even though there's no onsensus regarding a formal de�nition for an attrator (Ekmann,

1983; Strogatz, 1994), we may formally de�ne it as a losed set A with the following

properties (Strogatz, 1994):

1. A is an invariant set, i.e., any trajetory x(t) in A remains in A ;

2. A attrats an open set of initial onditions, i.e, there is an open set U whih

ontains A , suh that for a given x(0) ∈ U (and x(0) is not in a set of zero

measure in U ) the distane between x(t) and A goes to zero as t → ∞. The set

U is alled the basin of attration of A .

3. A is minimal, in the sense that there are no subsets of A that meet onditions 1

and 2.

We an de�ne the transient dynamis of a system as that in whih x(t) ∈ U but x(t) /∈ A .

For this work it will be su�ient to de�ne an attrator A as haoti if a trajetory in

A presents sensitive dependene to initial onditions (Ott, 1993), i.e., given two initial
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onditions x0 and x′
0 = x0 + η, where η is arbitrarily small, in a later time t we have:

||x(x0, t)− x(x′
0, t)|| ∼ eλt, with λ > 0.

The quanti�ation of the loal rate of divergene between nearby initial

onditions is made through the spetrum of Lyapunov exponents, in an intuitive way they

an be understood, in the linear approximation of the system, as follows: given a N-sphere

of initial onditions entered in x0 with radius δr, after some time t it will be transformed

into a N-ellipsoid entered in x(x0, t) whose prinipal axes are given by δreλ1t
, δreλ2t

,

. . . , δreλN t
, where the numbers λ1, λ2, . . . ,λN are the Lyapunov exponents (Sommerer,

1995), as represented in �gure 2.1.

0x 0x(    ,t)x

δr

δr eλ1t

δr eλ 2t

t

Figure 2.1: Intuitive idea of Lyapunov exponents, aN-sphere of initial onditions evolves

in time into a N -ellipsoid whose prinipal axes provide the Lyapunov exponents.

Formally we onsider an in�nitesimal displaement from x0 in the di-

retion of a tangent vetor y0, whose time evolution for ontinuous systems is given by:

ẏ(t) = Df(x(t)) · y(t), (2.10)

the maximum Lyapunov exponent in the diretion u0 = y0/|y0| is de�ned as:

λ(x0,u0) = lim
t→∞

1

t
ln

(

|y(t)|

|y0|

)

, (2.11)

where y(t)/|y(t)| is the diretion of an in�nitesimal displaement from the orbit x(x0, t);

and |y(t)|/|y0| is the fator of expansion (|y(t)| > |y0|) or ontration (|y(t)| < |y0|)

(Ott, 1993). We an write y(t) as a funtion of y0 in the following way:

y(t) = M (x0, t) · y0, (2.12)

where M(x0, t) is alled the monodromy or fundamental matrix of the system, whose

time evolution is given by:

Ṁ = Df(x(t)) ·M , (2.13)
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with initial ondition M (x0, 0) = I. Combining equations (2.12) and (2.11) we have:

λ(x0,u0) = lim
t→∞

1

t
ln |M(x0, t) · u0|. (2.14)

It is important to emphasize that despite the dependene with x0, the Lyapunov exponents

are the same for every points x0 within the basin of attration of the attrator, exept

for a set of zero Lebesgue measure, so the notation may be simpli�ed by dropping the x0

in equation (2.14), therefore we denote only by λi the N di�erent Lyapunov exponents

of the system, whih are ordered suh as λ1 > λ2 > . . . > λN . Furthermore if the basis

for the tangent spae y is hosen arbitrarily, then the value of λ(u0) tends to the largest

possible value, i.e, λ1 (Shimada & Nagashima, 1979).

From a numerial perspetive, the Lyapunov exponents annot be al-

ulated diretly from equation (2.14), beause the time evolution for M(x0, t) is linear

(equation (2.13)), and the magnitude of the vetors M(x0, t) · u0 either inreases or

dereases exponentially. A solution for this problem was developed independently by

Bennetin et al. (Bennetin et al., 1980) and by Shimada and Nagashima (Shimada & Na-

gashima, 1979). The proedure proposed orthonormalizes the matrix M at every interval

of time τ using Gram-Shmidt reorthonormalization (GSR).

The basis vetors of the tangent spae (ek(t)), after being submitted to

the GSR, generate a new orthonormal basis (e′
k). All the ek(t), after some time interval τ ,

tend to align with the loal diretion of most rapid growth, in suh way that the order in

whih the orthonormalization is made is arbitrary (Wolf et al., 1985). The Gram-Shmidt

algorithm never hanges the diretion of the �rst vetor alulated, so e′
k still points in

the diretion of most rapid growth. Thus we de�ne α
(ℓ)
1 [x(ℓτ)] = e1(τ) as the expansion

(ontration) rate in the diretion e′
1 in the step ℓ. Regarding e′

2 it an only be said that

along with e′
1 it de�nes the plane of largest growth of the �ow, then α

(ℓ)
2 [x(ℓτ)] = e2(τ)·e′

2

is the expansion (ontration) rate of the �ow in the diretion e′
2 in the step ℓ (Wolf et al.,

1985). Generally, α
(ℓ)
k [x(ℓτ)] = ek(τ) ·e′

k orresponds to the expansion or ontration rate

in the diretion e′
k in the ℓ-esim step. This proedure is then repeated for all the N basis

vetors ek(τ), by ℓ steps, in a way that the numerially alulated in�nite time Lyapunov

exponents are given by:

λi ≈
1

lτ

l
∑

ℓ=1

ln(α
(ℓ)
i [x(ℓτ)]). (2.15)

We an still de�ne Finite time Lyapunov exponents (FTLE) λ̃i(x0, τ),
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whih quantify only a loal rate of the logarithmi divergene of the �ow:

λ̃i(x0, τ) =
1

τ
ln(αi[x0]), (2.16)

in this ase, it must be emphasized that there is a dependeny with the hosen initial

ondition x0, expressed through the dependene of the expansion rate αi.

2.1.4 Hyperboliity and unstable dimension variability

A very important onept in the theory of dynamial systems is the one

of hyperboliity. Presented before in setion 2.1.1 for the spei� ase of �xed points, it

an be extended to any invariant set of the system, e.g., a haoti attrator (Ott, 1993).

An invariant set Σ is hyperboli if the tangent spae Tx assoiated to any point x ∈ Σ an

be deomposed as a oprodut Tx = E
s⊕E

u
, where E

s
and E

u
are the stable and unstable

subspaes, respetively (Kostelih et al., 1997; Viana et al., 2004), with dimensions ns and

nu. Also the following properties must hold:

1. The deomposition E
s ⊕ E

u
varies ontinuously with x ∈ Σ, and it is invariant in

the sense that Df(Es,u
x ) = Es,u

f(x) (where Df is the Jaobian), i.e., it is possible to

�nd in Σ basis for E
s
x and E

u
x that vary ontinuously with x;

2. There is a onstant 0 < ρ < 1 suh that for y ∈ Es
x then |Df(x)y| < ρ|y|; and if

y ∈ Eu
x then |Df−1(x)y| < ρ|y| (Wiggins, 2003).

Hyperboli sets are important beause many of their properties may be

rigorously obtained (Kostelih et al., 1997; Ott, 1993), e.g.: (i) stable and unstable mani-

folds may be de�ned for all x ∈ Σ; (ii) the set Σ and its dynamis are struturally stable,

i.e, their topology remains unhanged when a small noise is added to the funtion f ; (iii)

if a small quantity of noise is added to a hyperboli system with a haoti attrator, then

the noisy trajetory is shadowed by a real trajetory of the proess without noise (Grebogi

et al., 1990). A simmulated trajetory, whih ontains noise, is alled a pseudo-trajetory

of the system {pn}bn=a. A true trajetory of the system is referred as {xn}bn=a. The true

trajetory δ-shadows the pseudo-trajetory if |xn − pn| < δ, for small δ, for a ≤ n ≤ b,

for as long as the shadowing time τS(Barreto, 2008). In other words both mathematial

and simulated solutions remain lose to eah other during the time τS , whih is in�nitely

long for hyperboli systems. This last property is partiularly important beause it as-

sures that simulated trajetories are representative of atual trajetories of the system.
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However the vast majority of physially important problems are non-hyperboli (Viana

et al., 2004), whih an be veri�ed by a simple researh in the literature. Many physially

important problems, e.g., sometimes as simple as the standard map, fail to be hyperboli

(Galuzio et al., 2010; Krüger et al., 2015).

A system may fail to be hyperboli in many di�erent ways, one of them is

the so alled Unstable Dimension Variability (UDV), in whih the splitting of the tangent

spae into E
u⊕E

s
does not vary ontinuously along the invariant set due to the dimension

of the unstable subspae nu hanging for di�erent points in the set.

A simple example is a system that depends on a single parameter µ ∈ R,

given by ẋ = fµ(x); if for any value of µ = µ0 an invariant haoti set Σ exists, and

embedded in Σ there are equilibrium points denoted by x∗
(�xed points or periodi orbits),

without any loss of generality we an say that the system presents UDV when there are at

least two distint points x∗
1 and x∗

2 in Σ, suh as nu1 = dim[Eu(x∗
1)] 6= nu2 = dim[Eu(x∗

2)].

Sine all the images and preimages of both points possess the same unstable dimension

as x∗
1,2, then there are two sets of points in Σ with di�erent unstable dimension, thus

haraterizing the UDV.

The presene of UDV in a dynamial system does not require the exis-

tene of an invariant manifold Σ. It is su�ient to have a haoti set C , in whih there is

a dense set of periodi orbits unstable in the diretion longitudinal to C , alled longitu-

dinally unstable, whih are responsable for the haoti dynamis within C . If only some

of these orbits are also transversely, with regard to C , unstable, then the system presents

UDV. In the ase in whih more than half of these orbits (in the natural measure sense) is

transversely stable then the set C is an attrator of the system (Viana & Grebogi, 2000).

The shemati representation of UDV in a two-dimensional map is dis-

played in �gure 2.2a. In this ase the invariant subspae Σ is represented by the horizontal

line. Embedded in this subspae is an open dense set of saddle points, whih orresponds

to all the points that are unstable in the longitudinal diretion (horizontal in the �g-

ure) but stable in the transverse diretion (vertial in the �gure). Intertwined with the

saddle points there is an open dense set of �xed points whih are unstable in both dire-

tions. Anhored to these points there are �tongue� shaped strutures (Viana et al., 2002),

formed by the transverse instability of the �xed points embedded in Σ, these strutures

o�er to nearby trajetories an esape path from the viinities of Σ. Despite its simpliity,

this two-dimensional representation an be easily extrapolated to more omplex systems,

sine to every N-dimension �ow there is a N−1-dimension map assoiated via a Poinaré
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setion (Alligood et al., 1996).

Invariant Subspace

Open dense set of ”tongues”

Closed dense set of saddles

(a) If the subspae Σ presents UDV, then em-

bedded in it there are points that are trans-

versely unstable (saddle points) and stable

(�tongues�). The points with transverse in-

stability o�er an esape path to trajetories

lose to Σ.

Invariant Manifold Σ

Trajectory

Bursts

Transversely unstable periodic orbit

(b) A trajetory lose to Σ displays a dynam-

ial behavior similar to that of Σ itself. By

approahing a transversely unstable periodi

orbit, it experienes a burst and is ejeted

away to other regions of the phase spae.

Figure 2.2: Unstable dimension variabilty and its onnetion to on-o� intermitteny.

At this point we should emphasize that this non-hyperboli struture in-

dues an intense lost of shadowability, i.e., we an no longer assure that noisy trajetories

(as those omputer generated) indeed follow an atual trajetory of the system (Grebogi

et al., 1990; Viana et al., 2002), ompromising then the reliability of omputer simula-

tions. The shadowability is mostly �awed when the UDV is maximum, in whih ase

the shadowability time tends to vanish (Viana et al., 2002), even statistial quantities

may be altered by the ampli�ation of the noise inherent to omputer simulations (Sauer,

2002). However, when dealing with averaged quantities over the attrator, the results

are expeted to be reliable to some degree, in a way that omputer simmulations an be

used, as long as the onlusions are drawn based on average quantities rather than on

individual trajetories.

One of the phenomena that may be indued by UDV is the on-o� inter-

mitteny, in whih the dynamis of the system presents two very distint behaviors: an

o� state, where the system is subjeted to the dynamis of some manifold Σ embedded in

phase spae; and an on state, where a burst pulls the trajetory away from the manifold

(Heagy et al., 1994; Platt et al., 1993). The o� states are also alled laminar states or

plateaus, whose extent (τ) is random due to the haoti dynamis within the manifold,

nonetheless its probability distribution funtion (PDF) is well de�ned, and an be used

to haraterize the mehanism beneath the intermitteny. The funtion P (τ) gives the

probability of �nding laminar states with duration between τ and τ + dτ , its funtional
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form is given by (Heagy et al., 1994):

P (τ) ∼

{

τ ν if τ is small;

eγτ if τ is large.

(2.17)

For a lass of low-dimensional systems it was shown that ν = −3/2 (Heagy et al., 1994).

However for systems with high-dimensional phase spaes we annot predit whih value

the exponent will assume.

We still need to establish the relation between UDV, whih is about lo-

al linear instabilities in the viinity of a manifold, and on-o� intermitteny, whih is a

large sale, fully non-linear phenomenon. This onnetion is made through the tongue-

like strutures represented in �gure 2.2a. An arbitrary trajetory lose to Σ presents a

dynamial behavior highly in�uened by the haoti set embedded in Σ, however when

it approahes a transversely unstable periodi orbit, it may enter one of those tonguelike

strutures and then be expelled away from the manifold, whih is alled a burst (Viana

et al., 2002). This mehanism is shematially represented in �gure 2.2b.

One away from the manifold, the trajetory responds to an average

weighted by the measure of the loal transverse instability of every periodi orbit in Σ.

If the transversely unstable orbits represent less than 50% (in a natural measure sense)

of the orbits embedded in Σ, then the manifold is globally stable and the trajetories are

attrated bak to its neighborhood, then the whole proess is repeated.

The quanti�ation of the UDV is made through the probability distri-

bution funtion of the �nite time Lyapunov exponents (eq. (2.16)), sine they represent

the loal logarithmi rate of divergene of the �ow. Loally the diretions assoiated with

the positive Lyapunov exponent approximate a basis for E
u
, and those assoiated with

negative Lyapunov approximate a basis for the stable subspae E
s
. Therefore, if there

is some exponent λ̃i(t)
1

that takes positive and negative values in di�erent points of the

trajetory, then the system presents UDV (Kostelih et al., 1997; Viana et al., 2002, 2004).

The FTLE distribution has the following funtional form for t su�iently large (Kostelih

et al., 1997):

P (λ̃i(t)) ∼

√

G′′(λi)

2π
e−tG(λ̃i), (2.18)

1

For simpliity of notation, the dependene of λ̃i(t) with the initial onditial x0 is dropped, but it

must be always understood.
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where λi is the in�nite time Lyapunov exponent, and the funtionG(λi) has the properties:

G(λi) = G′(λi) = 0 and G′′(λi) > 0. Therefore, by expanding G(λ̃i) around λi in the

argument of the exponential funtion in equation (2.18), the �rst non-zero term gives rise

to a Gaussian distribution:

P (λ̃i(t)) ∼

√

G′′(λi)

2π
e−

tG
′′(λi)

2
(λ̃i−λi)

2

, (2.19)

and the in�nite time Lyapunov exponent is then given by:

λi = 〈λ̃i(t)〉 =

∫ ∞

−∞

λ̃iP (λ̃i, t)dλ̃i. (2.20)

Hene, if the system presents UDV then the distribution P (λ̃i(t)), for

some of the FTLE, will be a gaussian with its enter lose to zero, for large values of t,

in suh a way that λ̃i(t) presents both negative and positive values. The quanti�ation of

the UDV intensity is made through the fration of positive exponents (Kubo et al., 2008):

Φ(t) =

∫ ∞

0

P (λ̃i(t))dλ̃i, (2.21)

where Φ(t) provides the ratio of all the time t FTLE that take positive values. If

0 < Φ(t) < 0.5 then the system presents UDV, but the manifold is still globally stable.

If Φ(t) > 0.5, then the transversely unstable periodi orbits in the manifold ontribute

more to the system dynamis than stable periodi orbits, therefore the manifold is glob-

ally unstable, but still possesses UDV. Consequentely, at the point of the bifuration in

parameter spae, alled blowout bifuration, the system presents Φ(t) = 0.5. .

2.1.5 On-o� intermitteny

To better larify the phenomenology of on-o� intermitteny, in this se-

tion we present some results obtained for a very simple map, whih ontains all the basi

ingredients for intermittent behavior (Galuzio et al., 2014b). It is a simple two-dimensional

map, with a master-slave dynamis, given by the following equation (Lai, 1996):

xn+1 = (1− ǫ)rxn(1− xn) + ǫW([0, 1]), (2.22a)

φn+1 =
1

2π
pxn sin (2πφn) . (2.22b)
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Where, for appropriate values of r, x presents a haoti dynamis (for ǫ = 0.0) and

works as a foring for the φ dynamis. It is a master-slave system beause x is not, in

any way, infuened by the φ dynamis, therefore x plays the role of master and φ of

slave. For p ' pc ≈ 1.725 the symmetri invariant manifold φ = 0.0 loses stability due

to a bifuration, and the system presents on-o� intermitteny for an interval of values

of p (Lai, 1996). In the results shown here the parameters r = 3.8 and p = 1.73 were

kept �xed. The parameter ǫ is the amplitude of a random foring, and W(I) is a white

noise in the interval I (Galuzio et al., 2014b). Moreover a small Gaussian noise with zero

mean and standard deviation σ = 0.01 was added ad ho with the sole purpose of mimi

experimental time series, it does not play any role in the φ dynamis.

0 50000n
−0.05

0.10

0.25

φ
n
+
G(

µ
=
0,
σ
=
0.
01
)

Figure 2.3: Time series of the transversal dynamis of equation (2.22) for ǫ = 0.0, a
small Gaussian noise was added.

Under the in�uene of x, the φ dynamis is haraterized by bursts of

intense ativity amdist periods of no ativity, as it is depited in �gure 2.3, two distint

behaviors an be observed: a random bakground � from the added Gaussian noise �

superposed to intermittent bursts. These bursts happen whenever the trajetory is in the

viinity of the manifold φ = 0 and approahes a region of transverse instability, then it

is ejeted away from the manifold. However, one it is su�ient away of the manifold

the trajetory is no longer under the in�uene of the linear instabilities of the transverse

dynamis, but only of the global averaged stability of the manifold, in a suh a way that

it returns monotonially to the viinity of φ = 0.

A very important harateristi of these intermittent time series, and

whih has been broadly used to analyze experimental results (Sandberg et al., 2009),

relates their third and fourth statistial moments for di�erent realizations of the system.

Also alled skewness and kurtosis respetively, the formal de�nition of the moments are

given by:

S(X) = 〈X3〉/〈X2〉3/2, (2.23)
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K(X) = 〈X4〉/〈X2〉2. (2.24)

Where, the quantity 〈Xn〉 is the n-th entral moment of the random variable X with

mean µ and probability distribution P (X), de�ned as:

〈Xn〉 =

∫ ∞

−∞

(X − µ)nP (X)dX (2.25)

In many di�erent physial situations, from di�usion and onvetion of pollutants in the

atmosphere (Chatwin et al., 1996), to density �utuations in plasma devies (Labit et al.,

2007), the relation between K and S follow a very well de�ned quadrati relation K ∝ S2
.
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Figure 2.4: Blak points: haoti foring of the system (the red line is a quadrati �t)

ǫ = 0.0; Blue dots: almost stohasti foring ǫ = 0.4; green dots: intermediate ase with

the foring partially deterministi and partially stohasti ǫ = 0.1 (Galuzio et al., 2014b)

In �gure 2.4 is depited the Skewness (eq. (2.23)) as a funtion of the

Kurtosis (eq. (2.24)), for time series of φ generated from equation (2.22). The blak points

were alulated when the φ dynamis was fored by a purely haoti x dynamis, i.e., ǫ = 0,

in suh ase there is a lear quadrati relation for K(S). On the other hand, the blue dots

represent a situation in whih the stohasti ontribution for x is muh more signi�ative,

spei�ally ǫ = 0.4, therefore the foring is no longer purely deterministi. The result is

then similar to what is expeted for a purely stohasti senario: the Skewness �utuates

around zero, and the Kurtosis assumes values around three. As an intermediate senario,

we an take ǫ = 0.1, in whih the foring may be haraterized as partially deterministi,

with only a small level of noise. This ase is represented by the green dots, whih fall

roughly over the paraboli relation, even though the presene of noise jeopardizes greatly

the quality of the �tting. The red urve is a quadrati regression for the blak dots, whose

equation is given by: K = 3.49 + 0.04S + 1.32S2
.
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2.2 Turbulene

Turbulene is a sienti� term used to desribe a spei� kind of �uid

motion that is very omplex and unpreditable (Benzi & Frish, 2009). It is present in our

daily life and has a wide range of appliations, from the ompliated motion of igarette

smoke to the blood �ow in our arteries, or even the ompliated behavior of a on�ned

plasma inside a Tokamak.

By generalizing the de�nition of turbulene, we an take it beyond the

domain of �uid dynamis. In fat, a possible new de�nition is to all turbulent every

haoti �ow in a spatially extended dynamial system (Bohr et al., 1998). Where haoti

is used in its expeted meaning, i.e., a �ow whose dynamis exhibit sensitive dependene

on initial onditions � or a system with a positive in�nite time Lyapunov exponent.

Spatially extended has a slightly vaguer de�nition, it an be understood as a system with

any kind of spatial dependene, in whih the size of the system does not strongly in�uene

qualitative aspets of the dynamis (Bohr et al., 1998).

From the perspetive of a Fourier analysis, a �ow is turbulent when the

energy of the system, whih is initially onentrated in a few Fourier modes assoiated

with large wavelengths, is then redistributed through non-linear proesses to modes with

smaller wavelengths. This mehanism is very well known and is alled energy asade

(Frish, 1995).

Due to its intrinsi omplexity, there is no ultimate de�nition for turbu-

lene. Hene, in this thesis we adopted an intermediate de�nition from those presented

above. Turbulent �ows will be those that present a haoti dynamis in time and a highly

irregular spatial pro�le. In the ase in whih the spatial pro�le is not irregular, but the

system still presents haos, it will be alled temporally haoti. The terms turbulene and

spae-temporal haos will be used interhangeably in this work.

This de�nition is narrow enough so we an distinguish temporal haos

from turbulene, but it is su�iently broad so a large range of physial phenomena may be

alled turbulent. Under this de�nition, we an list a few examples of turbulent motion: the

dynamis of a �uid with high Reynolds number, the pattern formation in some hemial

reations, the irregular behavior of a �ame (Bohr et al., 1998), or still the dynamis of

three oupled monohromati dispersives waves (Szezeh et al., 2009), among others.
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Even though the basi equations of turbulene are known, its study from

a theoretial perspetive is very di�ult. In the ase of turbulene of �uids, one must

understand the properties of the Navier-Stokes equation and of its solutions, however it is

suh a ompliated equation that usually a statistial approah is adopted (Frish, 1995).

Hene omputer simulations are today one of the most important tools in understanding

turbulene. It was in 1949 that von Neumann �rst predited that turbulent �ows ould

be simulated in digital omputers, however that beame possible only with the advent of

superomputers (about 20 years after von Neumann's predition) and the development of

the pseudo-spetral method (Orszag, 1969).

2.2.1 Kolmogorov's theory

Although there is no de�nitive theory for turbulene, in 1941 Kolmogorov

developed a oneptual framework, whih is known today as K41 theory, that applies to

isotropi and homogeneous turbulene, i.e, turbulene that is statistially invariant under

translations and rotations. Also alled fully developed turbulene, it is usually found in

�ows with very large Reynolds numbers (Benzi & Frish, 2009).

This kind of problem has an in�nite number of degrees of freedom eah

one assoiated with a di�erent length sale. Yet the energy is not injeted or dissipated

uniformly throughout the whole spetrum, in fat there is an interval of length sales,

usually small ones, that typially dissipates energy. On the other hand, energy must be

injeted in order to maintain the dynamis, whih is usually done in larger sales for

problems in hydrodynamis. Between the two limits of the spetrum, the larger sales

where energy is usually injeted and the smaller ones where it is dissipated, there is the so

alled inertial range, a series of sales for whih the system's energy is merely transferred

from larger sales to smaller ones, but it is not altogether dissipated (Fitzmaurie, 1993).

In summary the energy is injeted in large sales and then transferred all the way to the

smaller ones, where it is dissipated, this mehanism for the transferene of energy through

di�erent sales of the system is alled energy asade (Frish, 1995).

A relevant question is how is the energy distributed along the sales in

the inertial range? In the most ommon senario the energy is loally transferred through

the inertial range, in a way that only sales similar in magnitude e�etively interat. It

was A. N. Kolmogorov who �rst proposed this mehanism for the transport of energy in

the ase of hydrodynami turbulene. Kolmogorov used only two hypothesis: he assumed

loality and that that the physial proess is governed only by the energy dissipation by
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unity of mass ǫ. Then using only dimensional analysis he obtained the energy spetrum

for a turbulent �ow as a funtion of the wave number κ:

E(κ) ∝ ǫ
2
3κ−

5
3 . (2.26)

In the most general ase however we annot expet this relation to hold. Spei�ally if

we are dealing with 1D wave turbulene we should look for a spetrum with a power-law

dependene E(κ) ∝ κ−α
(Zakharov et al., 1992).

The expression in equation (2.26) is alled the Kolmogorov spetrum

(Fitzmaurie, 1993), and it is intimately related with an important harateristi of tur-

bulene: self-similarity in small sales (Frish, 1995). The power-law dependene tells us

that the energy dependene with the wave number is sale invariant, whih means that

looking at smaller sales of the �ow we see a similar behavior to the one observed in

larger sales. The energy is distributed through these di�erent sales by a mehanism

alled energy asade. It is important to emphasize that all these results are valid only at

the inertial range for the wave numbers, whih orresponds the length sales smaller than

L, roughly the size of the system; and bigger than ℓ, the sale where the energy starts to

be dissipated by visosity.

2.2.2 The Taylor Hypothesis

There is an experimental ompliation when aessing the energy spe-

trum as a funtion of the wave number, as it requires a large number of sensors in di�erent

spatial positions. On the other hand, the energy spetrum as a funtion of frequeny is

muh easier to obtain, in fat it is neessary to monitor only one sensor in di�erent instants

of time.

The Taylor hypotheses, whih is widely used by experimentalists, allows

statistial spatial harateristis to be expressed in terms of a time series measured in a

single point in spae (Gledzer, 1997). Taylor argued that if the turbulene intensity is

small ompared with the �ow average veloity U , than any hange in time at a �xed point

in spae may be understood as the result of a spatial pattern that did not hange as it

uniformly passed by this point (Moin, 2009).

Simply put there is a orrespondene between spatial (ℓ) and temporal

(τ) inrements expressed by ℓ = Uτ (Frish, 1995), what makes it possible to write
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U = ν/κ, therefore the −5/3 Kolmogorov's law may be written as:

E(ν) = F{E(t)} ∝ ν−
5
3 , (2.27)

where F{·} represents a Fourier transformation.

The Taylor hypothesis has not been rigorously derived so we ould verify

its validity, nonetheless there are plenty of experimental works proving its adequay for

analyzing turbulent �ows. Still, some reent works suggest that the hypothesis should

be used more arefully, as it may not be always valid (Moin, 2009). It is important to

emphasize the relevane of this hypothesis, even if it is inorret, sine it presents a simple

way to infer that a given �ux has turbulent-like features.

2.2.3 Spetral Mean

One of the most important aspets of turbulent proesses regards the

redistribution of energy among the many Fourier modes of the system, from the smaller

to the largest wave numbers κ. A simple yet relevant tool to analyze this energy redistri-

bution is the spetral mean (Szezeh et al., 2009), de�ned as:

√

〈N2〉 =

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

N/2
∑

n=0

(n+ 1)2|φn|
2

N/2
∑

n=0

|φn|
2

, (2.28)

where |φn| is the amplitude of the n-th Fourier mode, with wave number given by κn =

n2π/ℓ, with ℓ being the size of the integration box of the system. The sum is performed

with (n + 1) instead of with n alone, so the n = 0 mode is also ounted. The spetral

mean is simply the average of the Fourier modes weighted by their amplitude, it provides

information about how many Fourier modes are atually relevant in the dynamis.

2.2.4 Conditional Average

When dealing with intermitteny in turbulent spatially extended sys-

tems, a very important question to be addressed regards the mean shape of an intermittent
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Figure 2.5: Sheme for the alulation of onditonal average

burst. There is an appropriate tehnique to aess this information, alled onditional

average (Antar et al., 2003; Toufen et al., 2014).

Primarily, we need to hoose an appropriate time series, heneforth alled

primary series as represented shematially in �gure 2.5, in whih the bursts are well

de�ned as being those events whose amplitudes are larger than a prede�ned threshold.

Then we �nd the points of maximum amplitude for eah one of these bursts, and label

them {t0, t1, . . .}. One we know the time position of a burst, we are able to ompute the

averaged shape of the bursts by means of the arithmeti average of short time series of

length 2τ entered around the bursts maxima {(t0 − τ, t0 + τ), (t1 − τ, t1 + τ), . . .}.

If we take the time instants {t0, t1, . . .} as representative moments in the

dynamis when something has happened that led the system towards a bursty behav-

ior, we an then use this information to alulate the onditional average of other time

series, alled here seondary series, that does not neessarily display bursts, but may pro-

vide information of the underlying dynamis. This tehnique of onditional averaging is

shematially represented en �gure 2.5.

Formally, we obtain an averaged series {x̄(t = −τ), . . . , x̄(t = τ)}. Con-

sidering t′ ∈ (−τ, τ), we have:

x̄(t = t′) =
1

N

N−1
∑

i=0

x(t = ti − τ + t′). (2.29)
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2.3 Intermitteny and turbulene in plasmas

Intermittent behavior in turbulent systems an be observed in many dif-

ferent physial problems, among whih is the one of on�ned plasmas and the respetive

esape of partiles in the diretion transverse to the main diretion of on�nement. Par-

tiularly, when a plasma is on�ned in a a toroidal devie (alled Tokamak) through a

magneti �eld, a large quantity of partiles is eventually ejeted transversely at the plasma

border towards the devie wall, greatly ompromising the quality of the on�nement.

This transport of partiles happens intermittently through the formation

of large density oherent strutures alled blobs, whih arry partiles radially out of the

on�nement domain towards the Srape-o� Layer (D'Ippolito et al., 2011; Garia, 2009),

the poloidal region of a tokamak where the magneti �eld lines are open � open in the

sense that they do not form losed toroidal magneti surfaes, but rather the �eld lines

reah the divertor of the devie. The formation of blobs seems to be due to a ombination

of non-linear saturation mehanisms and normal turbulent �utuations of the density and

the magneti �eld, assoiated with the natural urvature of the magneti �eld at the

plasma border (D'Ippolito et al., 2011; Garia, 2009). These fators ombined give rise to

drifts that ontribute to the formation and propagation of blobs (Chen, 1984; D'Ippolito

et al., 2011). An aurate desription of the basi plasma physis mehanism underlying

the blob phenomenon may be found at (D'Ippolito et al., 2011).

A very important result regards the universality of the statistial fea-

tures of these time series, whih were �rst demonstrated by Antar et al. (Antar et al.,

2003), where data from four di�erent devies were analyzed: the tokamak Tore-Supra, the

tokamak Alator C-MOD, the spherial tokamak MAST and the linear devie PISCES.

In �gure 2.6(A) (from Antar et al. (2003)) are depited the time series for the ioni sat-

uration urrent (a quantity proportional to the eletroni density in the viinity of the

probe) measured at the srape-o� layer of di�erent devies. They display a stohasti

bakground, harateristi of the turbulent motion at the edge of the plasma, interrupted

by bursts where the ioni urrent assumes larger values. These bursts are desribed in

the literature as the signature of the presene of blobs in the plasma (Antar et al., 2003;

D'Ippolito et al., 2011; Garia, 2009).

Furthermore, in �gure 2.6(B) it is plotted the probability density funtion

of the series in �gure 2.6(A) (also from Antar et al. (2003)). The lear presene of a fat

tail, whih orresponds to an inreased probability of ourrene of extreme events, is a
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Figure 2.6: (A) Time series for the ioni saturation urrent at the srape-o� layer

of di�erent devies; (B) Probability density funtion of the respetive time series; (C)

onditional average of the bursts extrated from the time series. Credit of the �gures Antar

et al. (2003).

signature of on-o� intermitteny (de S. Cavalante et al., 2013). Finally, in �gure 2.6(C)

(from Antar et al. (2003)) is plotted the onditional average for the bursts (D'Ippolito

et al., 2011; Garia, 2009), where their asymmetry an be more learly assessed. This

asymmetri behavior for the blobs an be related to on-o� intermitteny as well, sine in

this senario the mehanisms for ejetion and return to the o� state are di�erent.

It is important to emphasize that there is no omplete theoretial expla-

nation of the underlying mehanism for these emissions, within the framework of nonlinear

dynamis. In fat, there is no detailed desription of the mehanisms that lead to the

development and evolution of these intermittent bursts. Currently there are at the lit-

erature only statistial desriptions (Sandberg et al., 2009), models based on stohasti

proesses (Garia, 2012), or more preise models, whih uses partial di�erential equations

with one or two spatial dimensions (Garia et al., 2005), whih are omputationally very
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ompliated, forbidding the study of dynamial mehanisms leading to the ourrene of

intermitteny. In this thesis we explore a simpler model for on-o� intermitteny indued

by unstable dimension variability, and show that it shares many harateristis that re-

sembles the results desribed at (Antar et al., 2003; D'Ippolito et al., 2011; Garia, 2009),

suggesting that this might be the underlying mehanism for blobs in on�ned plasmas.

2.4 Extreme events

In any dynamial system there is a possibility of ourrene of extreme

events, de�ned in this work as any episode whih, at some arbitrary representation,

presents an amplitude higher than some arbitrarily previously de�ned threshold. More

preisely, for a given time series {x(t)} with t ∈ [t0, tf ], an extreme event will be de�ned

as any event that, for a given t the ondition x(t) > η is satis�ed.

Even though the threshold η may be arbitrarily de�ned, some de�nitions

are more ommonly used than others, in partiular we will address two methods of deter-

mining η: (i) the �rst one is based on the analysis of some lassial measures of entral

tendenies, namely the median and standard deviation of the series; (ii) the seond one,

on the other hand, is through the analysis of the probability distribution funtion (PDF)

of the time series.

The median of a time series x(t) � denoted µ[x(t)] � is a number that

separates the upper half of the series from its lower half. Sine extreme events have high

amplitude but are supposedly rare (Ghil et al., 2011), the median is muh less in�uened

by them than the average of the time series, justifying the hoie of the median over the

average, whih is a more frequently used entral measure. The de�nition of η as a funtion

of the median is given by: η = µ[x(t)] + nσ[x(t)], where σ[x(t)] is the standard deviation

of the time series, and n is an arbitrary integer.

An important feature of extreme events is that their probability distribu-

tion funtion usually follow a well de�ned power law (Boers et al., 2014; de S. Cavalante

et al., 2013; Ghil et al., 2011), suh as f(x) ∝ x−α
. Therefore, the time series PDF f(x)

usually have two distint behavior: (i) for x < η, f(x) presents some funtional form

dependent of the system dynamis, e.g., it ould be Gaussian for the ase of independent

stohasti proesses with well de�ned average; (ii) for x > η, f(x) is a power law with

some well de�ned exponent α. The existene of these two very distint behaviors allows
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the determination of η by simply looking at whih value of x the PDF an be separated.

Extreme events are also very important due to their apparent unpre-

ditability (Birkholz et al., 2015; Boers et al., 2014; de S. Cavalante et al., 2013; Ghil

et al., 2011; Sornette & Ouillon, 2012), in a sense that prior to their ourrene, the time

series x(t) does not seem to present any kind of hange in its general features. In many

appliation, suh as �nanial markets (Sornette & Ouillon, 2012), or rogue waves (whih

are sudden high amplitude waves observed in the oean) (Bonatto et al., 2011), the pres-

ene of extreme events may be very damaging, in a way that the possibility of predition

raises great interest in the sienti� ommunity (Boers et al., 2014; de S. Cavalante et al.,

2013; Galuzio et al., 2014a,b; Ghil et al., 2011).

A partiular kind of extreme event that is partiularly interesting from

the nonlinear dynamis point of view are the so alled Dragon-Kings (de S. Cavalante

et al., 2013; Galuzio et al., 2014a; Haas et al., 2013; Sornette & Ouillon, 2012; Zamora-

Munt et al., 2014). De�ned as very high amplitude events whose frequeny of ourrene

lies above the typial power law distribution of traditional extreme events (de S. Caval-

ante et al., 2013), i.e., for a Dragon-King f(xDK) > x−α
, where xDK is typially very

large. The most interesting feature of Dragon-Kings is that they are aused by a very

well de�ned dynamial mehanism, and an therefore be predited and the suppressed.

This understanding sheds some new light in the whole �eld of extreme

events, as it presents the nonlinear dynamis theoretial framework as an appropriate one

to study extreme events, and eventually prediting and suppressing then. The overall

interest over extreme events dynamis has inreased greatly reently due to disussions

over limate hange and �nanial bubbles, in a way that it is today a rapidly expanding

�eld of researh, with still many open questions to be answered.
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The Nonlinear Shrödinger Equation

When studying turbulene and intermitteny a very important point re-

gards the hoie of your model. In a simple manner it omes down to narrowing two

important opposite harateristis: numerial omplexity and physial auray. In this

ontext numerial omplexity an be simply measured by omputing time, as for the

physial auray it is a vaguer onept but it is roughly related with the possibility of

atual experimental omparison of the results.

The least numerially expensive systems are primarily maps, or a network

of many oupled maps (Cosenza & Tui, 2002) or disrete versions of partial di�eren-

tial equations (Kevrekidis et al., 2015), whih in some appliations may provide many

relevant insights regarding the behavior of turbulent spatially extended systems (Bohr

et al., 1998). However these systems su�er from a lak of physial auray, their study

is more to provide understanding over general mehanisms than to atually reprodue

relevant physial results. On the other hand, we have omplete simulations of realisti

models of physial phenomena, represented mostly by oupled three-dimensional (some-

times two-dimensional) partial di�erential equations (Ch�né et al., 2014; Monnier et al.,

2014; Rempel et al., 2011, 2010), whih are very ostly from a numerial perspetive,

usually in a way that lassial nonlinear dynamis analysis, whih involves lots of runs of

the system, beomes prohibitive.

29
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A suitable lass of models for studying general features of turbulent sys-

tems using a nonlinear dynamis framework would be then one-dimensional partial dif-

ferential equations (1D-PDEs). This lass of systems provides a reasonable balane be-

tween the two harateristis disussed, they are onsiderably veraious when it omes to

physial phenomena, as there are a range of atual problems of nature that an be au-

rately represented by them (Cai et al., 2001; Morrison et al., 1984; Pradas et al., 2011).

Also these systems have the basi ingredients for a more aurate turbulene simulation,

namely they are spatially extended and have a non-linearity that ouples the many dif-

ferent Fourier modes of the system. When it omes to the numerial ost, these systems

may be e�iently integrated by the use of the pseudo-spetral method (Fornberg, 1998;

Getreuer, 1980), whih allows for great preision within reasonable simulation times.

An appropriate hoie of one-dimensional system for turbulene is the

fored and damped Nonlinear Shrodinger Equation (NLSE). Being one of the most im-

portant equations in mathematial physis, the NLSE may be derived from di�erent �elds,

as �uid dynamis and plasma physis (Hasegawa, 1975). Besides, it provides an appro-

priate desription of the dynamis of wave envelope in slightly nonlinear, dispersives and

onservative medium (Ablowitz & Prinari, 2008; Barashenkov et al., 2011; Hasegawa,

1975; Shlizerman & Rom-Kedar, 2006, 2009, 2010).

From the purely dynamial point of view, it is interesting to add an ex-

ternal soure of energy to the equation, in this ase a omplex periodi foring (Shlizerman

& Rom-Kedar, 2006, 2009), given by ǫe−iΩ2t
, where ǫ is the foring amplitude and Ω2

its

frequeny. In order to assure that the solution will remain bounded for all times a damp-

ing term was added. In its simplest form we used only a linear damping with oe�ient

γ (Barashenkov & Zemlyanaya, 1999a; Barashenkov et al., 2003; Bishop et al., 1990).

In this way the fored and damped Nonlinear Shrödinger equation may

be written as:

iΨt −Ψxx − g|Ψ|2Ψ = ǫe−iΩ2t − iγΨ. (3.1)

The amplitude Ψ of the equation has periodi onditions Ψ(x, t) = Ψ(x+ ℓ, t), where ℓ is

the length of the integration box. We an still perform the following hange of variables

ψ(x, t) = Ψ(x, t)eiΩ
2t
, in a way that a simpli�ed version of the equation an be written

(Cai et al., 1999):

iψt − ψxx −
(

g|ψ|2 − Ω2
)

ψ = ǫ− iγψ. (3.2)
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In its unperturbed version (ǫ = γ = 0), the NLSE is an integrable system

and therefore possesses an in�nite number of onstants of motion represented as integrals,

some of them are given by:

M(t) =
1

ℓ

∫ ℓ

2

− ℓ

2

|ψ|2 dx, (3.3a)
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where M(t), E(t) and H(t) are onstants for ǫ = γ = 0, and are alled mass (number of

partiles), energy and Hamiltonian of the unperturbed system, respetively (Shlizerman

& Rom-Kedar, 2009). However when ǫ 6= 0 and γ 6= 0, then the quantities expressed

in equations (3.3) are no longer onserved, in suh a way that they beome suitable to

analyze the dynamial evolution of the system.

The relevane of using integrated quantities when analyzing high dimen-

sional dynamial systems lies on the fat that they are not subjeted to projetion errors

(Galuzio et al., 2010, 2011), whih are errors that rise naturally when trying to represent

a N-dimensional phase spae trajetory into a lower dimensional projetion, usually at

the plane. The simplest way by whih these errors an be seen is when we have a false

neighbor in a given projetion, simply put two points that seem to be very lose to eah

other when projeted to a plane, may atually be very far apart in the diretion transverse

to the plane. On the other hand, any integrated quantity will atually take into aount

the distane between di�erent points in every diretion of phase spae.

3.1 Pseudospetral method

To numerially solve equation (3.2) the pseudo-spetral method was used

(Fornberg, 1998; Getreuer, 1980). Basially for the method we onsider a Fourier expan-

sion of ψ(x, t), given by:

ψ(x, t) =
+∞
∑

n=−∞

φn(t)e
iκnx, (3.4)
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where:

κn = n
2π

ℓ
. (3.5)

Where eah Fourier mode amplitude φn(t) represents the ontribution of spae �utuations

of the order of theinverse of the wave number κ−1
n to the system dynamis, at a given

instant of time t. By substituting equation (3.4) into equation (3.2), we obtain:

i
∑

n

φ̇ne
iκnx −

∑

n

φn(iκn)
2eiκnx −
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∣
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iκnx
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2

− Ω2





∑

n

φn(t)e
iκnx

= ǫ − iγ
∑

n

φn(t)e
iκnx. (3.6)

Multiplying this equation by e−iκmx
and integrating from −ℓ/2 to ℓ/2 (Rempel et al.,

2004):

i

∫ ℓ

2

− ℓ

2

∑

n

φ̇ne
i(κn−κm)xdx−

∫ ℓ

2

− ℓ

2

∑

n

φn(iκn)
2ei(κn−κm)xdx

− g

∫ ℓ
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− ℓ

2
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∣

∣

∣

∣

∑

n

φn(t)e
iκnx

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2
∑

n

φn(t)e
i(κn−κm)xdx− Ω2

∫ ℓ

2

− ℓ

2

∑

n

φn(t)e
i(κn−κm)xdx

= ǫ

∫ ℓ

2

− ℓ

2

e−iκmxdx − iγ

∫ ℓ

2

− ℓ

2

∑

n

φn(t)e
i(κn−κm)xdx. (3.7)

Eah integral of the exponential funtion vanishes when the exponent is

non-zero, therefore only the term where n = m survives (Fornberg, 1998; Rempel et al.,

2004). The nonlinear term remains with a double sum, to make its omputation faster

we make use of fast Fourier transforms, here denoted by F [·] (Fornberg, 1998; Getreuer,

1980). It is important to emphasize that a pointwise produt in real spae orresponds

to a onvolution in Fourier spae, whih is very ostly from a numerial perspetive, with

asymptoti time of the order of O(N2), where N is the size of the integration grid. On

the other hand, the use of FFTs redues this asymptoti saling to O(N logN), whih is

onsiderably more e�ient, partiularly for larger values of N (Arfken & Weber, 2005;

Getreuer, 1980). After performing the integrals, we obtain a set of ordinary di�erential

equations for the modes amplitudes:

φ̇n = −i
(

κ2n + Ω2
)

φn − iǫδn,0 − igF
[

F−1 [φ∗]F−1 [φ]F−1 [φ]
]

n
− γφn (3.8)
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Numerially we annot handle an in�nite series, therefore equation (3.4)

must be trunated at some large but �nite mode N , so the index n is ontained within

the interval n = −N/2 + 1,−N/2, . . . , N/2− 1, N/2.

The use of fast Fourier transforms introdues a noise at higher Fourier

modes, those with larger values of κn, alled aliases. This error omes from the fat that

di�erent sinusoidal funtions may �t the same set of points, by this mehanism some high

wave number modes are arti�ially ampli�ed. As a workaround we simulate always a larger

number of modes than we atually need for physial auray, these higher modes must

then be set to zero, in a proess known as dealiasing (Fornberg, 1998; Getreuer, 1980).

Usually, we dealias the higher one-third of modes, i.e., modes from n = (N/2)/3, . . . , N/2,

and also the negative ounterpart.

The appropriate value of N must not be too small, as relevant modes

for an aurate turbulene simulation would be left out, and they also annot be too

large, as the simulation time an beome prohibitive. Sine the system was analyzed in a

dissipative regime the dynamis is atually ontained within a low dimensional manifold

embedded in Fourier phase spae, referred to as inertial manifold (Yang & Radons, 2012),

in a way that in this work we have found the valueN = 64 to be adequate both for laminar

and turbulent simulations.

At this point it is important to omment that that the use of the pseudo-

spetral method for turbulene simulations is important not only due to numerial ef-

�ieny, but also beause it provides a suitable representation of the problem in the so

alled Fourier phase spae, whih is the spae spanned by the Fourier modes amplitudes

(φ0, φ1, . . . , φN/2). This partiular representation of a turbulent problem is adequate be-

ause, as stated by equation (2.26), the �rst modes are muh more relevant to the dynam-

is, and the analysis of whih Fourier modes are relevant is a diagnosti for turbulene.

For the numerial integration we used an open soure library that im-

plements a 12

th

order preditor-orretor Adams method (Radhakrishnan & Hindmarsh,

1993). The hosen initial onditions were random numbers uniformly distributed in the

interval [0, 1) for the three �rst modes of the expansion φ0, φ1 and φ2. For all the other

remaining modes we just used a small amplitude noise.

The parameter values used for simulation were taken from the literature

(Shlizerman & Rom-Kedar, 2006), and are γ = 0.01, Ω2 = 0.45, g = 2.0. The foring

amplitude ǫ is our ontrol parameter, sine we are interested in studying the onset of
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turbulene in the system as the amount of external energy injeted in is inreased. For

that reason ǫ was varied in the interval ǫ ∈ [0.1, 0.45].



CHAPTER 4

Results and disussion

In this hapter we are going to present the results obtained from numer-

ial simulations of equation (3.2). At setion 4.1 we show an overall haraterizition of

the system dynamis as the foring parameter ǫ is inreased. At setion 4.2 we performed

a detailed analysis of the system intermittent behavior, based on Lyapunov analysis and

Fourier deomposition. Finally, at setion 4.3 we propose a general ontrol mehanism

that e�etively redues the frequeny of ourrene of large amplitude extreme events in

the system.

4.1 Charaterization of the dynamis

For small values of the foring amplitude ǫ, the solution of equation (3.2)

is onstant in time, for the set of initial onditions analysed. From a Fourier phase

spae perspetive it means that the asymptoti solution is a �xed point, where the modes

amplitudes remain onstant in time, so does the system integrals, eqs. (3.3), whih an

be seen in �gure 4.1(a) were it is depited the time evolution for the mass, energy and

Hamiltonian. At Fig. 4.1(b), the spatiotemporal pro�le of the wave ψ(x, t) is plotted,

whih remains onstant in time, with only a few exited Fourier modes, all with small

35
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value of κn.

Figure 4.1: (a) Time evolution of the integrals (eqs. (3.3)) of equation (3.2) for ǫ = 0.10.
(b) Spatial pro�le for the same value of ǫ.

When the value of ǫ is inreased, eventually the system reahes a state

where more Fourier modes are exited and the time evolution has harateristis of haos.

Indeed for ǫ = 0.20 the time evolution of the integrals M(t), E(t) and H(t) show a

low amplitude aperiodi �utuation (depited at Fig. 4.2(a)). This aperiodiity may

be on�rmed through the analysis of their Fourier spetrum (F{·}) displayed in �gures

4.2(f), (g) and (h), where the dashed line is proportional to ω− 5
3
. The absene of a

prominent frequeny in the spetrums is notieable, whih is a harateristi of haoti

behavior. Even though a broadband in the frequeny spae is not su�ient to haraterize

a system as haoti, it denounes that the time dependene of the system is non-trivial.

Despite the presene of high frequenies in the integrals time series (Figs.

4.2(f), (g) and (h)), the spatial pro�le evolution still presents relatively few exited Fourier

modes (even with a haoti evolution in time), what is pereptible in Fig. 4.2(b) where is

plotted the wave amplitude |ψ(x, t)| as a funtion of both spae and time for an interval

de�ned as t1 − t0 = 50. In this ase the spatial pro�le exites more Fourier modes than

smaller values of ǫ (Fig. 4.1(b)), whih an be noted due to the relative inrease in spatial

strutures, still the pro�le is onsiderably ordered.

In Figs. 4.2(c), (d) and (f) there are the probability density funtions

(PDF) ρ(M), ρ(−E) and ρ(H), respetively. In a simple manner, the quantity ρ(x)dx

represents the probability of �nding the quantity x with a value in the interval [x, x+dx].

The PDFs are displayed at this point for the sake of omparison with larger values of

ǫ. Notieably, the values of M , E and H �utuate around a de�ned mean without the

ourrene of many extreme events, whih is haraterized by the presene of a power-law

tail for the PDF.

Lyapunov exponents are an important tool of analysis (eq. (2.15)) (Ben-

netin et al., 1980; Shimada & Nagashima, 1979; Wolf et al., 1985), they evaluate loal
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Figure 4.2: (a) Time evolution of the system integrals for ǫ = 0.21; (b) Spatial pro�le
of |ψ(x, t)| (t1 − t0 = 50); (c), (d) and (e) are the probability density funtion ρ(·) for M ,

−E and H , respetively; (f), (g) and (h) are the Fourier transform F{·} for M , E and

H , respetively, the dashed line is proportional to ω− 5
3
.

expansion, or ontration, rates of the system's tangent spae, so it provides the loal

divergene, or onvergene, rate between nearby trajetories in phase spae. In �gure

4.3(a) there are plotted the time evolution of the integrals of motion for ǫ = 0.21, a

foring amplitude slightly smaller than the one previously analyzed. For this ase, the

haoti behavior is transient, and the system eventually reahes a �xed point in phase

spae. In panel (b) of the same �gure it is displayed the time evolution of the system's

Lyapunov exponents. For small values of t the exponents seem to onverge to a positive

value, however as soon as the system reahes its asymptoti state (the �xed point) many

exponents start to onverge to negative values, and the largest exponent asymptotes to

zero as a power law (the red line as a power law �t). Therefore as t → ∞ the largest

exponent tends to zero as it is expeted in a stationary dynamis.

If we inrease the value of ǫ even more, eventually the dynamis beomes

asymptotially haoti, and it also start to display bursts with larger values of M , E and

H , as an be seen in Fig. 4.4(a), for ǫ = 0.30. During eah of these extreme events the

spatial dynamis of the system has similar harateristis to turbulene, with a larger

number of Fourier modes e�etively involved in the dynamis. The spatial pro�le of the
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Figure 4.3: (a) Time evolution of the system integrals for ǫ = 0.20, for this value of ǫ
the haoti behavior is transient; (b) time evolution of the Lyapunov exponents, the red

line over the largest exponent is a power law �t. Both �gures share the same axis for t.

wave |ψ(x, t)| is displayed at Fig. 4.4(b) for a time interval ∆t = t1 − t0 = 50, whih is

smaller than the typial time sale of the bursts. The spatial pro�le is notieably more

omplex than those presented previously (in �gures 4.1(a) and 4.2(b)), in the sense that

it exites a larger number of di�erent spatial sales. In �gure 4.5 the same spatial pro�le

is plotted for a larger time interval (∆t = 150), in this ase we an observe the exat

moment of ourrene of a turbulent burst. It beomes lear that for a brief time interval

the dynamis beomes onsiderably more omplex than it was just before.

The presene of these turbulent bursts in the integral's time series signif-

iantly alters the probability density funtion for M(t), E(t) and H(t). In �gures 4.4(c),

(d) and (e) there are plotted ρ(M), ρ(−E) and ρ(H), respetively. There is a signi�ant

inrease in the probability of ourrene for large amplitude events, when their PDF lies

above a typial power-law distribution, theses extreme events with inreased probability

are alled Dragon Kings (DK) (de S. Cavalante et al., 2013). In other words, a DK is

every large amplitude event whose probability of ourrene is larger than the expeted

for a typial power-law distribution. In many appliations there is a great interest in the
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Figure 4.4: (a) Time evolution of the system integrals for ǫ = 0.30; (b) Spatial pro�le
of |ψ(x, t)| (t1 − t0 = 50); (c), (d) and (e) are the probability density funtion ρ(·) for M ,

−E and H , respetively; (f), (g) and (h) are the Fourier transform F{·} for M , E and

H , respetively, the dashed line is proportional to ω− 5
3
.

predition and subsequent ontrol of these events, in a way that the understanding of the

underlying dynamial mehanism aquires great relevane (de S. Cavalante et al., 2013).

Besides, the inrease of the foring amplitude of the system hanges

slightly the Fourier transforms of its integrals, mainly F{M} and F{E}. There is a

notieable inrease for frequenies lose to the foring frequeny Ω2
, as an be seen in

Figs. 4.4(f) and (g). For the Fourier transform for the Hamiltonian of the system F{H},

Figure 4.5: Spatial pro�le of the wave |ψ(x, t)| for ǫ = 0.30, for a time interval t1 − t0 =
150; in this �gure we an see the moment of a turbulent burst.
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only a slight inrease in the ourrene of large frequenies is notieable (Fig. 4.4(h)).
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Figure 4.6: (a) Time evolution of the system integrals for ǫ = 0.30; (b) time evolution of

the Lyapunov exponents, the red line over the largest exponent is a power law �t. Both

�gures share the same axis for t.

When it omes to the Lyapunov analysis of the system the hanges are

more signi�ant, as we see at the analysis of the largest Lyapunov exponents onvergene

with time, displayed in Fig. 4.6(b). Due to the haoti dynamis of the system, for

ǫ = 0.30, now the �ve largest exponents onverge to a positive value, whih on�rms the

fat that the dynamis of the system beomes more haoti when inreasing the foring

amplitude. Fig. 4.6(a) displays the time evolution of the system integrals that were

generated in the simulation used to alulate the Lyapunov spetrum.

If we further inrease the value of the foring amplitude, eventually the

ourrene of these turbulent bursts beomes even more frequent, as it is plotted in �gure

4.7(a), for ǫ = 0.44. The analysis of the probability density funtions ρ(M), ρ(−E) and

ρ(H), whih are displayed in Figs. 4.7(c), (d) and (e), respetively, on�rms that not

only the ourrene of large amplitude events has inreased to a probability omparable

to that of events with average amplitude, as the overall averaged value of the integrals

inreased so the system now behaves turbulently most of the time.
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Figure 4.7: (a) Time evolution of the system integrals for ǫ = 0.44; (b) Spatial pro�le
of |ψ(x, t)| (t1 − t0 = 50); (c), (d) and (e) are the probability density funtion ρ(·) for M ,

−E and H , respetively; (f), (g) and (h) are the Fourier transform F{·} for M , E and

H , respetively, the dashed line is proportional to ω− 5
3
.

In �gure 4.7(b), it is plotted the spatial pro�le |ψ(x, t)| for a time inter-

val t1 − t0 = 50, for ǫ = 0.44. The spatial disorganization of the pro�le is even more

evident, mainly when it is ompared to other pro�les, obtained for lower values of ǫ. It

is partiularly important to emphasize the great similarity found between the pro�le for

ǫ = 0.44 and the turbulent pro�le during a burst, depited in Fig. 4.5. If analyzed are-

fully Fig. 4.5 brings great information about the overall dynamis during this transition

to turbulene. Even though only a visual analysis of a spatial pro�le may seem subjetive,

it helps inreasing the intuition about the transition. Analyzing the pro�le around a tur-

bulent burst inreases our understanding about the nature of the dynamis before, during

and after the burst, so we ould guess something about its nature. If we ompare the

pro�les displayed in Figs. 4.2(b), 4.5 and 4.7(b), we will notie some similarity between

the pro�les before and right after a burst (Fig. 4.5) and the pro�le obtained for lower

values of ǫ, e.g., the one displayed at �gure 4.2(b). On the other hand, the pro�le during a

turbulent burst is similar to the one obtained for larger values of ǫ, e.g., the one displayed

at �gure 4.7(b). This simple omparison suggests that for intermediate parameters of ǫ,

for whih the bursts are more frequent, the system dynamis visits two di�erent regions of
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Fourier phase spae. One region orresponds to the asymptoti solution of the system for

smaller values of ǫ, and is responsible for the laminar phases; the other region ontains the

turbulent-like solutions, and is the asymptote for large ǫ, and is visited during a turbulent

burst. The exat mehanism through whih the system shifts between theses two regions

must be aessed using more advaned tools on analysis.

The Fourier transforms for the integrals of the system (F{M}, F{E} and

F{H}) are plotted in �gures 4.7(f), (g) and (h), respetively. Again, there is a notieable

inrease in the importane of larger frequenies, partiularly there is a signi�ant inrease

for frequenies around the foring frequeny Ω2
, speially in the transform of E(t). The

transform for the Hamiltonian H(t), on the other hand, displays a deaying very lose

to the ω−5/3
Kolmogorov's deay (eq. (2.26)), whih an be related to the Kolmogorov

spetrum through the use of the Taylor hypothesis (Frish, 1995; Gledzer, 1997; Moin,

2009), explained at setion 2.2.2.
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Figure 4.8: (a) Time evolution of the system integrals for ǫ = 0.40; (b) time evolution of

the Lyapunov exponents, the red line over the largest exponent is a power law �t. Both

�gures share the same axis for t.

To onlude the analysis of this transition to spatiotemporal haos, it is

important that we do the Lyapunov analysis for larger values of ǫ, so we an on�rm that
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the system is indeed beoming more haoti. In �gure 4.8(a) there are displayed the time

evolution of the integrals obtained from the simulation used to alulate the Lyapunov

exponents for ǫ = 0.40, it has no distinguishable di�erene from the series plotted in �gure

4.7(a), as expeted, whih testi�es towards the reliability of our ode. In Fig. 4.8(b), it is

displayed the time onvergene of the positive Lyapunov exponents, now there are a total

of six exponents onverging to a positive value, one more than in the previous shown ase

(ǫ = 0.30), whih suggests that the system has beome more haoti with the inrease

of the foring. This result is onsistent with a transition to spatiotemporal haos, as it

indiates that more degrees of freedom are beoming haoti.

Figure 4.9: (a) Lyapunov spetrum of the system as a funtion of the foring amplitude

ǫ, only the positive exponents are plotted; (b) System's spetral mean (eq. (2.28)), as a

funtion of ǫ.

In order to provide a global view of the transition, in �gure 4.9(a) is

displayed the Lyapunov exponents spetrum of the system, as alulated by equation

(2.15), as a funtion of the foring amplitude ǫ. By inreasing ǫ, the amplitude of the

largest exponents also grows, whih is highly onsistent with the idea that the system

beomes more haoti with ǫ. For small values of ǫ the system has no positive exponent,

whih agrees with the results shown before, for the ases of periodi behavior. However, for

larger values ǫ not only the absolute value of the exponents grow, but also new exponents

beome positive, whih indiates that new degrees of freedom of the system are beoming

haoti. In a way, it an be interpreted that the system dimensionality has inreased with

ǫ.

Even though there is an inrease in the number of positive Lyapunov

exponents, whih may indiate that the number of relevant Fourier modes has also in-

reased, to analyze only the Lyapunov spetrum in not su�ient to determine whether

or not the number of exited modes has e�etively grown, whih is a neessary ondition
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during a transition to turbulene or spatiotemporal haos. For this reason we alulated

the spetral mean (

√

〈N2〉) of the system as a funtion of ǫ, represented in �gure 4.9(b).

The quantity

√

〈N2〉, de�ned in equation (2.28) provides an estimated measure of how

many Fourier modes atually play a relevant role in the system dynamis. Therefore, from

Fig. 4.9(b) we an see that for small values of ǫ only a few Fourier modes are relevant, as

expeted. In fat, for ǫ = 0.1, we have

√

〈N2〉 ≈ 2, whih suggests that approximately

only the purely temporal mode (φ0) and the �rst spatial mode (φ1) play any important

role in the system dynamis, whih is in aordane with the result displayed in �gure

4.1(b). On the other hand, the value of the spetral mean signi�antly inreases with ǫ

suggesting that the inrease of the system haotiity (based on the Lyapunov analysis)

is indeed aompanied by a growth in the number of Fourier modes partiipating in the

dynamis, whih strongly suggests that we are in fat dealing with an onset of turbulene

senario.

In summary, the system undergoes a transition from an ordered state, to

temporal haos to spatiotemporal haos, or turbulene, as the foring amplitude of the

system is inreased. During this transition the number (and magnitude) of the positive

Lyapunov exponents grows, indiating that the system has beome more haoti, also

the spetral mean also grows, whih suggests that the number of exited Fourier modes

inreases with ǫ, onsistently with an onset of turbulene senario. Interestingly, for

intermediate values of ǫ the system behaves intermittently, shifting between a purely

temporal haos regime, with bursts of turbulent behavior. From now on, we well fous on

a better understanding of this intermitteny.

4.2 Detailed analysis of the intermitteny

As said before, there is a great interest in understanding the underly-

ing dynamial mehanism of intermitteny in spatially extended dynamial systems. In

partiular, this phenomenology is often assoiated with extreme events (de S. Cavalante

et al., 2013; Galuzio et al., 2014a,b), and therefore its understanding may eventually allow

their predition and ontrol.

In order to better understand the mehanism underlying the intermittent

behavior, we plotted the time series � for ǫ = 0.30 � for three seleted Fourier mode

amplitudes, namely |φ0(t)|, |φ3(t)| and |φ14(t)|, at the right of eah time series there are

plotted their respetive probability density funtion. It is important to remember that
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the mode φn is assoiated with the wave number κn = n2π/ℓ, therefore the mode φ0 is

a purely temporal one, the mode φ3 is related with motions in an intermediate spatial

sale. As for the mode φ14, it relates to strutures in very small sales, usually assoiated

with turbulene, in a way that it is expeted to be null at all times but when the system

is turbulent.

In �gure 4.10(a) we an see the time evolution for |φ0|, for ǫ = 0.30. The

absene of high amplitude extreme events is notieable, in fat when ompared with the

time evolution of the integrals of motion, displayed at �gures 4.4(a) and 4.6(a), it is not

possible to establish any kind of qualitative orrespondene between them. Partiularly,

there are no visual hanges in the evolution of φ0 that ould be related with the extreme

events observed in the integrals series. Besides if we analyze the PDF of |φ0|, displayed at

Fig. 4.10(b), we may see the lak of a fat tail. A fat tail is a property of PDFs of signals

with extreme events and it is haraterized by a deaying slower than an exponential,

usually a power-law. In fat the PDF for |φ0| has a maximum bounded away from zero,

a well de�ned mean, and no fat-tail, therefore no extreme events.

On the other hand, if we look at the time evolution of the amplitude of a

Figure 4.10: Time evolution of Fourier modes amplitude for ǫ = 0.30, at the right of

eah time series its respetive PDF is displayed.
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Fourier mode assoiated with perturbations of φ(x, t) at small spatial sales, namely the

mode φ14, a ompletely di�erent behavior is observed. At �gure 4.10(e), the time evolution

of |φ14(t)| is depited, and it possesses typial harateristis of on-o� intermitteny

(Galuzio et al., 2010, 2011; Heagy et al., 1994; Platt et al., 1993), mainly quiesent periods

midst bursts of high amplitude. A very important harateristi of these time series is the

presene of a fat-tail in its PDF, as an be seen in �gure 4.10(f). Aside from the fat-tail,

the PDF also presents its maximum at |φ14| = 0, whih sustains that higher Fourier modes

are exited only at bursts of turbulene, remaining lose to zero most of the simulation

time.

However, if we analyze some intermediate Fourier mode, namely the

mode φ3(t) whose time evolution is plotted in Fig. 4.10(c), it shows a behavior with

mixed harateristis. Most of the time it osillates haotially, with a well de�ned mean,

analogously with the behavior exhibited by the mode φ0 (Fig. 4.10(a)). On the other

hand, superposed to this haoti bakground the mode also displays bursts where the

mode amplitude is onsiderably larger than its mean. The same mixed harateristis are

notieable at the mode's PDF, displayed in Fig. 4.10(d), there we an see that the PDF

has a maximum whih is bounded away from zero deriving out of the haoti osillation.

Also and most importantly, the PDF has a power-law tail for larger values of the mode

amplitude, in other words a fat-tail, whih signals the presene of high amplitude extreme

events (de S. Cavalante et al., 2013).

This qualitative distintion among time series of di�erent modes is o-

herent with the perspetive of on-o� intermitteny, where usually there is an invariant

manifold embedded in the phase spae, relatively to whih we an de�ne transverse and

longitudinal diretions. Alongside this manifold the system behaves haotially, sine in

the manifold there is a haoti attrator. However, due to the presene of an in�nite num-

ber of unstable periodi orbits embedded in the haoti attrator (Alligood et al., 1996),

the transverse stability of the manifold is not neessarily uniform. Indeed, some of these

orbits may be transversely unstable as others are transversely stable. This non-uniformity

of the transverse stability of the manifold is refereed to as Unstable dimension variability,

and is the dynamial mehanism responsible for the on-o� intermitteny in dynamial

systems (Galuzio et al., 2010, 2011; Kubo et al., 2008; Szezeh et al., 2009; Viana et al.,

2004).

In some simple low-dimensional systems it is possible to prove the ex-

istene of suh a manifold, however in more ompliated systems, with many degrees of

freedom, this is seldom possible. Nonetheless, we know that at intermittent ases the lon-
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gitudinal and transverse dynamis behave signi�antly di�erent. When these omponents

an be perfetly deomposed, the longitudinal dynamis behaves haotially, following

the trajetories of the haoti attrator embedded in the manifold. As for the transverse

dynamis, it is always exatly null, exept at the intermittent bursts, whih happens

whenever the trajetory approahes any region of tranverse instability in the manifold.

For that reason, it is possible to infer that large enough Fourier modes � |φn| for n ≥ N ,

for a given N � are purely transverse (whose behavior is exempli�ed in Fig. 4.10(e)).

As for the purely temporal mode ( |φ0|, displayed in Fig. 4.10(a)), its dynamis does not

have any of the harateristis assoiated to transversality, whih allows the inferene that

|φ0| is a purely longitudinal mode. Finally, there are still modes that show mixed har-

ateristis. For all the modes |φn| with 1 ≤ n ≤ N , the dynamis is very similar to that

expeted for transverse modes, exept that during the inter-burst periods the dynamis

is not null, but haoti, as it would be expeted for a longitudinal mode.

It is important to emphasize the impossibility of proo�ng the existene

of an inertial manifold. However, the numerial evidenes suggest that during the laminar

phases the system dynamis is ontained in a low dimensional haoti set, whose dimen-

sionality is neessarily smaller than N . During the turbulent bursts, on the other hand,

the dynamis is expelled away from this lower dimensional subset, and is therefore free

to explore a larger dimensional subset of the Fourier phase spae.

The simultaneous analysis of Fourier modes time series and of the spetral

mean (eq. (2.28)) allows an estimative of the dimensionality of the haoti subspae. For

example, for ǫ = 0.30 the spetral mean assumes a value

√

〈N2〉 ∼ 5 (as shown in Fig.

4.9(b)), whih oinides with the number of Fourier modes whose time series display

learly harateristis of longitudinal dynamis. Therefore, it is reasonable to expet the

low dimensional haoti subspae to have a dimensionality of the order of 5.

A tool of analysis largely used in the study of time series, mainly in

the �eld of plasma physis, is the onditional average, desribed at setion 2.2.4. We

alulated the onditional averages of the quantities M(t), E(t) and H(t), and also of

the purely temporal Fourier mode |φ0(t)|, and of a Fourier mode representative of the

transverse dynamis, namely |φ14(t)|. The averages were alulated using a time window

sized as ∆t = 300, entered around the loal maxima of H(t), whenever the ondition

H(t) > µ1/2(H) + σ(H) was satis�ed. Where µ1/2(X) orresponds to the median of the

signal X , and σ(X) to its standard deviation. The results are depited in �gure 4.11.

A very important harateristi that an be observed from the onditional
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Figure 4.11: Logarithm of the Conditional average for ǫ = 0.30 of the quantities M(t),
E(t) and H(t), and also of the purely temporal Fourier mode |φ0(t)|, and of a Fourier

mode representative of the transverse dynamis, namely |φ14(t)|

averages is the asymmetry of the bursts regarding their maximum. A simple way through

whih this an be quanti�ed is the asymmetry funtion:

A (〈X〉) = t+(max(〈X〉)/2)− t−(max(〈X〉)/2), (4.1)

where t+(max(〈X〉)/2) and t−(max(〈X〉)/2) represent the instants in time when the on-

ditional average assumes a value equal to half of its maximum, to the right and to the

left of the maximum point, respetively. With this de�nition, a negative value of A (〈X〉)

means that 〈X〉 is more asymmetri to the left, as a positive value of A (〈X〉) means that

〈X〉 is skewed towards the right of its maximum.

For the results displayed in �gure 4.11, we have: A (〈M〉) = 25.5,

A (〈E〉) = 21.8 and A (〈H〉) = 29.2. All the integrals display a positively skewed on-

ditional average, suggesting that the ejetion and injetion mehanism may be di�erent.

To better understanding the nonlinear dynamis mehanism responsible for the bursts,

we should look at the behavior of di�erent Fourier modes. At �rst, we should study the

behavior of a longitudinal mode, namely the purely temporal Fourier mode |φ0|, whih has

a symmetri averaged pro�le with A (〈|φ0|〉) = 0.0. Even more notieable is the absene

of a burst in its onditional average. In fat, aside from a loal �utuation at the moment

of maximum amplitude of the bursts, its average remains approximately onstant.

On the other hand, for a transverse mode, namely |φ14|, the asymmetry

is given by A (〈|φ14|〉) = 9.1. Also, both the ejetion and re-injetion of this mode
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happens following an exponential law (as expeted from a mehanism based on linear

instabilities), however the rates are notably di�erent. In fat, if we �t an exponential

of the form 〈|φ14(τ)|〉 ∝ eατ for the ejetion part of the onditional average, we get an

exponent α = 0.00030. If we �t 〈|φ14(τ)|〉 ∝ e−βτ
at the re-injetion part of the onditional

average, we get β = 0.0015. Therefore, the ejetion happens at least twie as fast as the

re-injetion.

These results are onsistent with the theory that laims the existene of

a low-dimensional haoti attrator embedded in the Fourier phase spae, in whih the

dynamis is ontained during the inter-burst period. Transversely to this attrator the

dynamis is null exept when the trajetory approahes a transversely unstable periodi

orbit and is then expelled away from the viinities of this subset. Due to this loal

instability, the divergene is exponential, whih is on�rmed by the exponential growth of

the transverse mode. During a burst, the longitudinal dynamis is still subjeted to the

haoti attrator, exept maybe for a very short period of time, whih is on�rmed by the

absene of a burst in its onditional average (Fig. 4.11(d)). As for the re-injetion, one

the trajetory is su�iently distant from the attrator, it is sensitive only to an average

of the loal divergene (onvergene) rates, and beause of that the rate of return for the

transverse dynamis is muh slower.

A very important tool of analysis, when studying intermittent phenomena

in dynamial systems, is the distribution of inter-burst time (t∗), also refereed to as

plateaus or laminar states, whih orresponds to every ontiguous time interval where

the ondition |φ14(t)| > η with η = 10−6
was not satis�ed. For simpler low-dimensional

systems there is a theoretial predition for the funtional form of the probability density

funtion for the laminar states (P (t∗)) (Heagy et al., 1994). Indeed, plateau's sizes are

expeted to behavior as a power law with exponent −3/2, i.e., P (t∗) ∝ t∗−3/2
. In �gure

4.12 it is displayed the histogram alulated numerially for the inter-burst time for ǫ =

1 103
t ∗

10−5

10−1

P
(t
∗ )

P(t ∗ )∝t ∗ −3/2

Figure 4.12: Probability density funtion of the inter-burst time (t∗), the blak line is

not a �t but the theoretial urve predited for the ase of on-o� intermitteny.
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0.30. The result presented is very onsistent, not only it behaves as a power-law (P (t∗) ∝

t∗−α
), but its exponent α ≈ 3/2, whih orresponds to the theoretially predited exponent

for the on-o� intermitteny (Heagy et al., 1994). The result obtained for P (t∗) may be

interpreted as a signature of on-o� intermitteny.

4.2.1 Positive fration of �nite time Lyapunov exponents

The Lyapunov analysis made so far took into aount only in�nite time

Lyapunov exponents, whih are averaged quantities over a very long system trajetory,

and therefore it bears information about the attrator as a whole, disguising possible loal

stability �utuations throughout the attrator. On the other hand, the so alled �nite

time Lyapunov exponents, de�ned by equation (2.16), provide more detailed information

regarding the distribution of loal divergene rates throughout the trajetory. For that, we

alulated the probability distribution funtion of the n-th �nite time Lyapunov exponent,

given by P (λ̃n(τ)).

In �gure 4.13 we an see the distributions of the 5 largest �nite time

Lyapunov exponents, alulated during a time interval of τ = 50, for the values of ǫ = 0.10

and ǫ = 0.30. The dashed line indiates the zero of the absissas. The value of the fration

of positive exponents (eq. (2.21)) of eah distribution is represented in the upper left orner

of eah plot.

In the graphs of the �rst olumn (Figs. (a1), (a2), (a3), (a4) and (a5))

are plotted the distributions of the �rst 5 exponents λ̃(τ = 50) for ǫ = 0.10. All of them

are exponents entered around zero with only a little or none �utuation, therefore its

average, whih is equal to the in�nite time Lyapunov exponent, is also zero. Indeed, this

result is onsistent with what was presented before in Fig. 4.1. Whenever a system has a

periodi behavior, then its largest Lyapunov exponent is null (Ott, 1993). An important

remark is that for all these ases the fration of positive �nite time Lyapunov exponent

is zero.

On the other hand, for ǫ = 0.30 the system is haoti � therefore it

possesses at least one positive in�nite time Lyapunov exponent �so the largest �nite time

Lyapunov exponent distribution is expeted to be approximately Gaussian and entered

around a positive value. This result an be on�rmed in �gure 4.13(b1) where the PDF of

the largest �nite time exponent is plotted. In this ase, the fration of positive exponents
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Figure 4.13: Finite time Lyapunov exponents distribution for ǫ = 0.10 (an), and ǫ = 0.30
(bn) � where n takes the values 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5

is Φ(λ̃1(τ = 50)) = 0.99, stating that there is no signi�ant �utuation of the sign of

the onvergene (divergene) rate throughout the attrator; in this ase the exponent

is positive for almost all times. In fat, we an assoiate it to the haoti dynamis

longitudinal to the haoti subspae.

The other FTLE, on the other hand, whih are assoiated to transverse

omponents of the dynamis, have positive frations given by: Φ(λ̃2(50) > 0) = 0.98,
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Φ(λ̃3(50) > 0) = 0.91, Φ(λ̃4(50) > 0) = 0.51, Φ(λ̃5(50) > 0) = 0.31. The fat that

the FTLE distributions exhibit a non-null fration of positive exponents, and in some

ases larger than 0.5, is onsistent with the presene of unstable dimension variability

in the haoti subspae. During some periods the trajetory is near regions that are

transversely stable, whih ontributes with a negative exponent, in other moments it

approahes transversely unstable regions, ontributing with a positive exponent. The fat

that Φ > 0.5 means that on average

1

the transversely unstable regions are more important

that the stable ones, in a way that the intermittent behavior is expeted to be asymptoti.

Figure 4.14: Positive fration of the largest �nite time Lyapunov expononents as a

funtion of the foring amplitude ǫ.

The positive fration of FTLE onveys information regarding the inten-

sity of the UDV, therefore analyzing its dependeny with the amplitude of the foring ǫ

provides a better understanding of the nature of the transition. In Fig. 4.14 it is displayed

the positive fration of the seven largest �nite time Lyapunov exponents as a funtion of

the foring amplitude ǫ, in the interval from ǫ = 0.15 to ǫ = 0.45.

The �rst notieable feature is the presene of an abrupt transition around

ǫ ≈ 0.21, marked by the dashed vertial line. It indiates the beginning of the temporal

haos regime (�g. 4.2) and the end of the periodi regime, this kind of transition is

harateristi of the rises senario (Ott, 1993). In addition, it an be seen that the

emergene of the haoti attrator happens already with a few FTLE exponents displaying

a positive fration smaller than one and larger than zero, meaning that the attrator is

born with unstable dimension variability. So small bursts are expeted to happen, with a

smaller frequeny than larger values of ǫ.

However, it is only for ǫ & 0.25 that the system starts to display a

signi�ant inrease in the positive fration of FTLE, and onsequently also an inrease in

1

Averages in this ontext must be understood always onsidering the measure of the unstable periodi

orbits in the attrator.
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the frequeny of ourrene of turbulent intermittent bursts. As the value of ǫ is inreased,

a onsistent inrease of the positive fration is observed, in a way that new exponents start

to present a signi�ant fration of positive exponents. This result suggests not only that

the UDV is beoming stronger, but new transverse diretions are losing stability.

4.3 Control of intermittent bursts

As it was previously stated, in many appliations there is a partiular

interest in the possibility of prediting and eventually ontrolling these extreme events (de

S. Cavalante et al., 2013; Labit et al., 2007), for suh it would be neessary to identify

the regions of maximum transverse instability in the haoti subspae. However, for large

dimensional systems there is an intrinsi di�ulty to preisely determine the geometry of

the manifold in whih the haoti attrator lies. In fat, for most ases it is impossible

to prove that the manifold even exists. Even though we an not preisely resolve the

manifold geometry, we an look for a numerial approximation that would allow to say

when the system dynamis is in the haoti subspae.

In this work we have used the following pratial de�nition: the system is

in the haoti subspae � denoted A from now on � whenever the ondition |φn(t)| < η

holds, for every n > N , where N is a su�iently large Fourier mode, guaranteed to

be purely transverse, and η is an arbitrarily small onstant. The exat evaluation of

the values of N and η is not simple and it generally depends on the system and on the

partiular values of system parameters � in this partiular ase it depends on the hosen

value of ǫ. In �gure 4.15 there is a shemati representation of the de�nition used here.

The notation ξn = |φn| were used to keep �gure labels less umbersome. Only three

axes, of the in�nitely many of the Fourier phase spae, are depited in �gure 4.15. Two

of them are the two �rst Fourier modes (ξ0 and ξ1) known to be exited for all times.

The third axis orresponds to the N -esim mode, a purely transverse mode. A typial

trajetory an then be split into two omponents: longitudinal, when the ondition ξN < η

holds, and transverse otherwise. A typial trajetory will leave the lower dimensional

haoti attrator whenever it approahes a transversely unstable periodi orbit (UPO),

as represented in �gure 4.15.

With the purpose of making lear the loal harateristi of the transverse

instabilities, we an de�ne two-dimensional probability distribution funtions. Given a

two dimensional in�nitesimal interval in the ξm × ξn plane de�ned as I = [ξm, ξm +
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ξ0

ξ1

ξN

η

Transverse component

Longitudinal component

UPO

Figure 4.15: Shemati representation of the riteria used for identifying the system
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dξm] × [ξn, ξn + dξn] (with di�erential area dS = dξmdξn). If a ondition C is imposed,

the probability of �nding the trajetory in this interval in a given instant of time t, is

represented as P (I, C). Therefore, we de�ne ρA(ξm, ξn) as:

P (I, ξn≥N (t) < η) = ρA(ξm, ξn)dS. (4.2)

Also, we an de�ne ρE(ξm, ξn) as:

P (I, ξn≥N (t) < η ∧ ξn≥N (t+ h) > η) = ρE(ξm, ξn)dS. (4.3)

Where the values N = 14, η = 10−8
where used, and h = 10−2

is numerial integration

time step.

The physial interpretation of the distributions ρA and ρE is as follows:

ρA represents the PDF of the dynamis within the low dimensional haoti set A, projeted

onto the plane ξm × ξn, sine every point outside of A was disregarded, i.e., every point

of the trajetory that did not meet the riterion ξn≥N (t) < η was not taken into aount.

On the other hand, ρE also represents points within the set A, but now it aounts only

for points in A that stand to a muh stronger ondition. In fat, now the points must

meet the riteria ξn≥N (t) < η and ξn≥N (t+ h) > η, the �rst riterion aounts for taking

only points in A, whereas the seond riterion makes sure that only the points in A that

will leave the haoti subset in the next time step (t + h) will be taken into aount.

Therefore ρE(ξm, ξn) is an approximation for the regions by whih a typial trajetory

most frequently leaves the haoti subset as projeted onto the ξm × ξn plane.

In order to emphasize the loal harateristi of the transverse instabil-

ities in A, we also plotted the di�erene between the two distributions ρA and ρE. If

the whole haoti subset A beomes transversely unstable at di�erent instants in time,

than we should not observe any di�erene between the two distributions. However, if our

laim is orret and the regions of transverse instability are loalized in A, then plotting

the di�erene ρE − ρA will highlight whih are these regions of maximum loal transverse

instability.

In �gure 4.16 we plotted the distributions ρA and ρE as well as their

di�erene ρE − ρA, for ǫ = 0.30, for di�erent projetions of the Fourier phase spae,

namely we are working with the projetions ξ0× ξ1, ξ0× ξ2 and ξ1× ξ2. We are interested

mainly in projetions involving the lower Fourier modes sine these are more likely to

grasp the dynamis of the lower dimensional haoti attrator, beause they are mostly

longitudinal, as it was shown at �gure 4.10.
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Figure 4.16: Two-dimensional distributions de�ned at eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) for di�erent

projetions of Fourier phase spae for ǫ = 0.30

At a �rst glane at �gure 4.16 we ould onlude ρA and ρE to be re-

markably similar for the hosen projetions. However, a loser look shows that for all

ases ρE is more loalized, ranging through a smaller interval at the phase spae. This

beomes even learer if we look at the di�erene ρE−ρA, displayed at �gures 4.16(c0), (c1)

and (c2), where we an notie that the unstable regions are not distributed throughout

the whole attrator, but rather loalized. Probably around some transversely unstable

periodi orbit. These unstable regions are represented in blak at �gures 4.16(c0), (c1)

and (c2).

Typially, a trajetory ontained within the lower dimensional haoti

attrator may approah one of these transversely unstable regions and then be ejeted

away from this subspae. Then, the given trajetory is free to visit other regions of the

Fourier phase spae where other Fourier modes are exited, whih originates the turbulent

bursts.

One we have an approximation for the transversely unstable regions at

the haoti subspae, we ould, at least in priniple, predit when an extreme event is

going to happen. Then, it may be possible to perturb the system intending to redue the

ourrene and intensity of these events. For simpliity, we are going to approximate the
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point of maximum transverse instability as the point of maximum of the �gure 4.16(c0).

To redue the intermittent events, a small perturbation was added to

the system whenever a trajetory approahed the point of maximum di�erene between

ρE(ξ0, ξ1) and ρA(ξ0, ξ1), loated at (ξ0, ξ1)max

= (0.60, 0.20), within a radius smaller

than 0.005. This small perturbation onsists of a harmoni signal, with a wave number

equals to 2π/ℓ, and an amplitude given by a Gaussianly distributed random number, with

null mean and standard deviation of the order of 2 × 10−2
. Simultaneously we damped

the system loally, to ensure that the system energy is not greatly inreased during the

appliation of the perturbation. Over a long simulation, the system was perturbed for

only around 3% of the integration time.

In Fig. 4.17 it is plotted the overall e�et of the ontrol at the system

dynamis, represented by the time series of several of the system's possible outomes,

with and without perturbation, as well as their respetive PDF. Primarily, we analyze the

dynamis of a longitudinal Fourier mode, in this ase the purely temporal one |φ0|. At

�gure 4.17(a) it is plotted the time evolution of |φ0(t)| for a simulation without ontrol,

at Fig. 4.17(b) we an see |φ0|C(t), whih is the time evolution of the temporal mode

with the applied ontrol. Visually, no di�erene is notieable, so the dynamis of a purely

longitudinal mode seems to be hardly hanged by the ontrol. In order to emphasize the

similarities (or di�erenes) between the two ases, we plotted their respetive probability

distribution funtion ρ(|φ0|) in Fig. 4.17(c). The blak line represents the PDF of the ase

without ontrol, and the blue line is the PDF of the ase where the ontrol was applied.

Apart from a small divergene around the point of maximum, the two distributions are

remarkably similar. Whih on�rms the previous onlusion that the dynamial evolution

of longitudinal modes are barely hanged by the presene of the ontrol.

On the other hand, a great di�erene may be seem if we analyze the

dynamial behavior of a transverse mode, namely |φ14|. In �gures 4.17(d) and (e), we

plotted the time series of the 14th Fourier mode for the ase without and with ontrol, re-

spetively. It is unmistakable the smaller inidene of intermittent bursts in the ontrolled

ase. Not only the bursts happen less frequently, but they also last for shorter periods of

time. To emphasize these di�erenes, the PDFs of these time series are plotted in Figure

4.17(f), where we used the same olor sheme as that of �gure 4.17(c). The shaded area

under the urves represent the probability of an event with a given amplitude of |φ14| to

our. The omparison between the ontrolled and unontrolled ases, for high amplitude

events, allows us to determine that there was a redution of 56% in the probability of

ourrene of intermittent bursts for the transverse dynamis.
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Figure 4.17: Probability distribution funtion and time series without (with) ontrol,

represented in blak (blue - grey) line, for ǫ = 0.3. (a), (b) and (c) are the time series

for |φ0(t)| with and without ontrol, and their respetive PDFs. In the same way, (d),
(e) and (f) stand for the system's 14

th
Fourier mode amplitude; (g), (h) and (i) dor the

system's massa; and �nally (j), (k) and ℓ for the negative of the system energy.
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Figure 4.18: Conditional averages for the ontrolled system for ǫ = 0.30

Sine the longitudinal dynamis remains unhanged with the ontrol, and

only the transverse dynamis is a�eted, it is not obvious what will be the outome on the

systems integrals. For that reason we analyzed also the time series of the Mass (M(t)) and

energy (E(t)) of the system, for the ases with and without ontrol. In �gure 4.17(g) and

(h) we have the time series for M(t) and MC(t), respetively. By omparing their time

evolution, the relative absene of large amplitude extreme events in the ontrolled ase an

be notied. The aumulated ontribution of all the suppressed transverse modes re�ets

in a signi�ant derease in the frequeny of intermittent bursts at the mass dynamis.

To further on�rm this redution, we alulated the PDFs of these time series, plotted at

�gure 4.17(i). By omparing the probability of large amplitude events (represented by the

shaded areas at the graph), we an estimate a redution of around 80% of intermittent

bursts in the mass dynamis.

For the sake of ompleteness we performed the same analysis for the

energy of the system (eq. (3.3b)). In �gures 4.17(j) and (k) there are depited the time

evolution of the energy for the ase without and with ontrol, respetively. Also in this

ase, a great redution of the intermittent bursts is observed. Also, it is important to

notie the great similarity between the overall dynamis in the ontrolled ase with the

inter-burst dynamis in the unontrolled ase, whih reinfores the idea that the ontrol

interferes only with the dynamis transverse to the low dimensional haoti attrator. We

also plotted the probability distribution funtion for the energy time evolution, displayed

at �gure 4.17(ℓ). There the redution of the probability of large amplitude events is even

more evident, an estimation of this probability through the alulation of the areas under

the PDFs show a redution of around 87% in the ourrene of extreme events for the

ontrolled ase, relative to the unontrolled one.

We also used the tool of onditional average (setion 2.2.4) in order to

better understand details of the dynamis when subjeted to the ontrol proedure. To

alulate these averages we reated time series of length 300 numerial time units entered

around the instants of appliation of the ontrol. The results are displayed at �gure 4.18.
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Spei�ally we alulated the average of a longitudinal mode amplitude (mode |φ0| at Fig.

4.18(a)), a transverse mode amplitude (mode |φ14| at Fig. 4.18(b)), the mass (M) and

energy (E) of the system (Figs. 4.18(c) and (d), respetively). From these Figs., it an

be seen that the dynamis of all the quantities are disturbed for τ = 0, whih orresponds

to the instant when the perturbations were applied. However, in omparison with the

ase without perturbation (Fig. 4.11) a lear distintion an be notied, whih is the

absene of the bursts, mainly for the dynamis of the transversal mode, the mass and

energy of the system. Nonetheless, the perturbation promotes only a loal, short lived,

�utuation in the system dynamis, but highly redues the ourrene of intermittent

bursts. Notieably the dynamis of the purely longitudinal mode is the one whih is least

hanged, as it is almost not a�eted during an intermittent burst, then after the system

is perturbed, it remains with its normal dynamis.

To show that these results are onsistent regardless of the spei� value

of the foring parameter ǫ, we performed the same ontrol tehnique for a larger value

of the foring parameter, namely for ǫ = 0.35. The results are displayed in Fig. 4.19.

It is important to emphasize that for di�erent values of ǫ the whole proess needs to be

realulated, starting from the Figs. 4.16. So one an alulate the new value for the point

of maximum transversal instability for this new value of ǫ, and them be able to apply the

perturbation. For ǫ = 0.35 the system has beome more turbulent, in the sense that the

intermittent bursts are more frequent and with a larger amplitude, and still the ontrol

mehanism works independently of the intensity of the turbulene, mainly beause even

for larger values of ǫ the deomposition between transversal and longitudinal dynamis is

still possible. Notably, for ǫ = 0.35 the perturbation was applied for about 3.1% of the

whole period of integration, almost the same as the ase for ǫ = 0.3, with less frequent

bursts.

Consistently, we an see at �gures 4.19(a), (b) and (c) that the longitu-

dinal dynamis with and without ontrol remains almost unhanged. In fat, their PDFs

(Fig. 4.19(c)) are strikingly similar. On the other hand, as expeted, the transverse mode

(Figs. 4.19(d), (e) and (f)) displays a large redution of high amplitude extreme events.

Based on the areas under the PDF (�g. 4.19(f)) we estimate a redution of 63% in the

probability of �nding extreme events for the transverse mode.

Sine for this parameter value the dynamis is highly turbulent, the in-

�uene of the ontrol is even more notieable. Therefore we an see a great redution of

turbulent high amplitude events when analyzing the time evolution of the systems inte-

grals, spei�ally its mass and energy. For the mass, the results are displayed in �gures
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Figure 4.19: Probability distribution funtion and time series without (with) ontrol,

represented in blak (blue - grey) line, for ǫ = 0.35. (a), (b) and (c) are the time series

for |φ0(t)| with and without ontrol, and their respetive PDFs. In the same way, (d),
(e) and (f) stand for the system's 14

th
Fourier mode amplitude; (g), (h) and (i) dor the

system's massa; and �nally (j), (k) and ℓ for the negative of the system energy.
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4.19(g), (h) and (i). The time series of the ontrolled ase (MC(t)) resembles greatly

the dynamis of low-ǫ ases, where the dynamis is fully ontained in the low dimen-

sional haoti attrator. Through the PDF we estimate a redution of around 89% at

the frequeny of turbulent events. Similar onlusions an be obtained by looking at the

evolution of the system energy (Figs. 4.19(j), (k) and (ℓ)), where the duration time of a

typial burst has been learly redued. By analyzing its PDF, we verify a large redution

of 93% in the probability of extreme events.

Even though the instants in time in whih the perturbations were applied

are a very important part of the ontrol sheme. It is not fully lear whether it has to be

restrited to the methodology used in this work. More spei�ally, due to unertainties

in the determination of the projetions, there are probably many other regions of strong

transversal instability that ould a�et the dynamis and were not taken into aount in

our methodology. Also, frequent enough perturbations may even make the trajetories

remain slightly away from the haoti attrator, although still in its neighborhood. The

trajetories would be a�eted by its intrinsi dynamis, but without being strongly ex-

pelled by loal linear instabilities. In summary, there may be other di�erent proedures to

apply the perturbation that ould work just as well, as long as a few riteria are respeted:

an appropriate frequeny of the perturbation (it an't be too rare nor too frequent); and

an imposed non-periodiity (periodi perturbations are likely to insert energy in spei�

modes and destabilize the solution).

To summarize, the ontrol mehanism works through the appliation

of a small time loalized perturbation to the system, whih a�ets only the dynamis

transverse to the low dimensional haoti attrator. Its e�et is to redue the ourrene

of exursions of a typial trajetory away from this haoti subset. As a global e�et, the

system dynamis presents less frequent intermittent high amplitude extreme events.



CHAPTER 5

Conlusion

"As oisas valem pelas idéias que nos

sugerem."

Mahado de Assis

In this work we studied the intermittent onset of wave turbulene in a spa-

tially extended dynamial system, namely the fored and damped nonlinear Shrödinger

equation. We were able to demonstrate that the system possesses a range of di�erent

dynamial behaviors as the value of the foring amplitude ǫ is inreased. For small val-

ues of ǫ, the system displays a steady wave solution, where only a few of the in�nitely

many Fourier modes are onstantly exited. Further inreasing of ǫ leads to a wave tur-

bulene senario, where the system dimensionality in Fourier phase spae is larger and

many more Fourier modes atively partiipate of the dynamis. A very important feature

that was observed in this transition is the presene of intermittent bursts of turbulene

for intermediate values of ǫ.

We were able to fully desribe the transition qualitatively. For the set of

parameters studied we observed that: for ǫ / 0.21 the system displays a steady state solu-

tion, a �xed point in Fourier phase spae; for ǫ ' 0.21 a low dimensional haoti attrator
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beomes stable, so the system presents a temporally haoti state; further inreasing the

value of ǫ will eventually lead the system to a fully developed turbulent state. For in-

termediate values of ǫ, the system presents an intermittent dynamis, randomly shifting

between the low dimensional haoti dynamis and bursts of high ativity whose dynamis

greatly resemble that of the high ǫ turbulent state.

By separately analyzing the dynamis of the system Fourier modes, it was

possible to infer that the temporally haoti dynamis is embedded in a low-dimensional

haoti attrator A. The funtional form of the probability distribution funtion of the

modes allows the distintion of the system modes among three di�erent types: longitudinal

modes, transverse modes and mixed modes. The longitudinal modes are those whose

dynamis is subjeted to the low dimensional attrator A for all times; the lak of a power

law behavior at its PDF for large values of the mode amplitude indiates that the mode

is longitudinal to A.

On the other hand, there are modes whose dynamis is null for all times,

exept during an intermittent burst of turbulene. These modes are said to be transverse

to the low dimensional attrator A. The PDF of transverse modes is haraterized by the

purely power law deay for all values of the mode amplitude. Due to the fat that there

is no appropriate deomposition of the system solution into perfetly de�ned longitudinal

and transverse modes, some of the modes display mixed harateristis and were alled

mixed modes.

To deompose the system dynamis into modes with di�erent dynamial

behavior allows a better understanding of intermitteny in higher dimensional dynamial

systems. In fat, now the overall senario is muh simpler, as the system dynamis is

ontained within a low dimensional subset A (Chaté & Manneville, 1989; Jolly et al.,

1990; Yang & Radons, 2012). The intermitteny omes from the nonuniform lost of

transverse stability undergone by the set A. This non-uniformity was on�rmed by the

Lyapunov analysis of the system. The presene of a non-zero fration of positive �nite

time Lyapunov exponents suggests that a typial trajetory experienes both positive and

negative ontration rates when embedded in the subset A.

Both the Lyapunov analysis of the system and the statistial analysis of

the inter-burst time distribution allow the determination of the general senario of on-o�

intermitteny indued by unstable dimension variability. In this senario, embedded in

the low dimensional haoti attrator there are in�nitely many unstable periodi orbits.

In the diretion transverse to the attrator most of the UPOs are stable, however some
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of them are transversely unstable. Therefore the tangent spae along a typial trajetory

in the attrator do not ontinuously deomposes in stable and unstable subspae.

Sine the bursts of turbulene happen whenever the system trajetory

approahes a region of transverse instability, by following the dynamis of a purely trans-

verse mode we were able to approximately map these unstable regions. One we knew the

most transversely unstable regions of the attrator we were able to perturb the system in

order to redue the frequeny of extreme events.

The ontrol mehanism we applied worked suessfully to redue the

frequeny of ourrene of extreme events in the system. By analyzing the onditional

average of the Fourier modes after the ontrol was applied, it is possible to see that the

ontrol a�ets only the dynamis of the transverse modes, so the longitudinal dynamis

remains una�eted.

In summary, we studied an intermittent transition to turbulene that

takes plae in the fored and damped nonlinear Shrödinger equation, as the foring

amplitude ǫ is inreased. We showed that during the intermitteny the dynamis is on-

tained within a low dimensional haoti attrator that loses transverse instability through

a mehanism alled unstable dimension variability, and that the non-uniformity of the

transverse instability is responsible for the turbulent bursts. Also we demonstrated that

the system may be deomposed into longitudinal, mixed and transverse modes; and that

by looking arefully to the transverse modes dynamis, we an map the regions of trans-

verse instability in the low dimensional haoti attrator. By knowing the most unstable

regions of the low-dimensional haoti attrator we performed a ontrol mehanism based

on small amplitude perturbations, that e�etively redued the ourrene of the high

amplitude extreme events.

The results presented in this work were published in the artile: Evidene

of determinism for intermittent onvetive transport in turbulene proesses, published in

the Journal Physia A: Statistial Mehanis and Its Appliations (2014), 402, 8�13, by

Galuzio, P. P., Lopes, S. R., dos Santos Lima, G. Z., Viana, R. L., & Benkadda, M. S.;

and Control of extreme events in the bubbling onset of wave turbulene, published in the

Journal Physial Review E (2014), 89(4), 040901 as a Rapid Communiation by Galuzio,

P. P., Viana, R. L., & Lopes, S. R.; also there is a submitted manusript to Communia-

tions in nonlinear sienes and numerial simulations (CNSNS) entitled Charaterization

of intermitteny at the onset of turbulene in the fored and damped nonlinear Shrödinger

equation.
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Future perspetives

The methodology presented in this thesis for predition and ontrol of

high amplitude extreme events requires full knowledge of the underlying time evolution

equation for the �elds, and it also requires the possibility of appropriately expand these

�elds into their Fourier omponents, so we ould analyze the regions of instability in

the Fourier phase spae. Another di�ulty of the method is the need to observe several

ourrenes of extreme events in your system so you have enough statistis to alulate

the two-dimensional PDFs (Figs. 4.16) used to map these unstable regions. Any diret

ontinuation of the work presented in this thesis should address one of these two main

problems.

Assuming we do not have diret aess to the underlying equations gov-

erning the system dynamis, we would have to analyze its time evolution based solely on

the evolution of the �elds and its integrals. With only that, it is very di�ult to build a

full representation of the system Fourier phase spae, and onsequently it would be even

more di�ult to map its unstable regions. A workaround would be to do a thorough

statistial analysis of the time evolution of the system integrals. It is somehow expeted

that these quantities shall provide some information of a oming extreme event prior to

its ourrene. However, any hange in their behavior is probably too subtle that it an

only be extrated after a areful study.

Preliminary results show that if an appropriate quanti�er is hosen �

suh as reurrene based quanti�ers (Ekmann, J.-P, Kamphorst, S. O., Ruelle, 1987;

Prado et al., 2014), or spetral analysis through the use of a spetrogram (Viana et al.,

2012) � then some subtle hanges may be observed in the time instants just before an

extreme event ourrene. However, in order for these subtle hanges to beome notieable

it is neessary to perform a statistial analysis over many extreme events, whih an be

done with the help of onditional averaging, as presented in setion 2.2.4.

Addressing the seond issue requires an attempt to extended the ontrol

mehanism in order for it to be applied generally, without the need of a great amount of

statistis of past events. To do that, it is neessary to study the general harateristis

of the proposed methodology, suh as periodiity, frequeny of ourrene, among others.

One we develop a better understanding of all the general features of the ontrol, we

ould try di�erent mehanisms respeting these same harateristis, but without the

need of any spei� knowledge about the system. In other words, it may be possible that
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the spei� time instant in whih the ontrol is applied is less important that other less

spei� features, therefore allowing the implementation of a more general methodology.

Also, a very important next step from this work is to extend this meha-

nism to other systems, in order to address its generality. There is a wide region of spatially

extended dynamial systems in whih these methodology ould be tested. To onlude,

the subjet of this thesis is an open and ative �eld of researh with still a lot of open

questions to be answered.
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